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Abstract
In this thesis we study aspects of plane wave spacetimes in the hope of shedding
light on the nature of holography for plane waves. In particular, we would like to
understand better the space of asymptotically plane wave solutions. We rst review
the necessary background on plane waves, variational principles for gravity and black
holes in higher dimensions. We then propose a denition of asymptotically plane
wave spacetimes in vacuum gravity in terms of the asymptotic fall-o of the metric
and discuss the relation to previously constructed exact solutions. We construct a
well-behaved action principle for such spacetimes, using the formalism developed by
Mann and Marolf. We show that this action is nite on-shell and that the variational
principle is well-dened for solutions of vacuum gravity satisfying our asymptotically
plane wave fall-o conditions.
Next we investigate the construction of black holes and black strings in vacuum
plane wave spacetimes using the method of matched asymptotic expansions. We
nd solutions of the linearised equations of motion in the asymptotic region for a
general source on a plane wave background. We observe that these solutions have
some unusual properties and do not satisfy our previously dened conditions for
being asymptotically plane wave. Hence, the space of asymptotically plane wave
solutions is restricted. We consider the solution in the near horizon region, treating
the plane wave as a perturbation of a black object, and nd that there is a regular
black string solution. We nd that no regular black hole solution exists, which is
a counter-example to a conjecture of Emparan et. al. We end with a discussion of
our results and suggest possible directions for future work.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Plane waves
Plane wave spacetimes were rst introduced by Hans Brinkmann in 1925 in a paper
on \Einstein spaces which are mapped conformally on each other" [3]. Interest in
plane waves was revived by Rosen in 1937 and they were comprehensively studied
by Jordan, Ehlers and Kundt during the late 1950s and early 1960s [4{6]. Though
the plane wave metric does describe the propagation of waves, it is not meant to be a
realistic model of gravitational waves. Far from the source of a realistic gravitational
wave the gravitational eld is weak and well described by the linearised Einstein
equations. The strong gravitational elds which produce the waves (for example,
produced by a system of two orbiting black holes) will require solutions of the full
Einstein equations; these solutions, however, will be of a much more complex form
than the plane wave metric [7].
Plane waves are interesting from a variety of dierent points of view. One of
their most intriguing properties is that they can be thought of as arising from any
spacetime in a certain limit. This is known as the Penrose limit [8] and essentially
consists of choosing any null geodesic in the spacetime and zooming onto it; the
spacetime in the neighbourhood of the null geodesic is a plane wave. Moreover, plane
wave spacetimes are not globally hyperbolic, so there is no Cauchy hypersurface from
which a causal evolution would cover the whole spacetime [9]. This means that
their causal structure is very dierent to that of at spacetime where any spacelike
1
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hypersurface is a Cauchy hypersurface. Plane waves also have unusual boundary
dimensionality. Most familiar examples such as Minkowski, Anti-de Sitter (AdS)
and de Sitter (dS) spacetimes in d dimensions have a d   1 dimensional boundary.
However, a large class of plane wave solutions has been found that have a one-
dimensional boundary [10,11].
Plane waves also provide a rich class of exact solutions to Einstein's equations,
including some maximally supersymmetric solutions of supergravity. Supergravities
arise as low energy eective theories of strings and can, in general, receive 0 correc-
tions involving higher powers of the curvature. As we describe in section 2.1, plane
waves admit a covariantly constant null Killing vector and their curvature is null, so
they receive no 0 corrections [12]. Thus plane waves are exact 0 solutions of super-
gravity on which the string worldsheet theory is exactly solvable [13]. This property
makes plane waves a particularly interesting background for the study of holog-
raphy. The holographic principle states that all the physics of a quantum gravity
theory in some spacetime can be exactly described in terms of some non-gravitational
quantum theory on the boundary of the spacetime [14, 15]. This principle can be
motivated by the Bekenstein bound which states that the maximum entropy of a
given region of spacetime is proportional to the area of the spacetime [16]. An im-
portant realisation of holography is the AdS/CFT correspondence [17], which relates
a gravitational theory on the bulk of AdS to a conformal eld theory living on its
boundary. More specically, the conjecture states that type IIB string theory on
AdS5S5 is equivalent to N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory in four dimen-
sions. However, despite much eort, string theory on AdS is still poorly understood
and computations must be performed in the low energy limit where supergravity
is a good approximation. An exciting development was the seminal work of [18] in
which the Penrose limit of AdS5S5 was shown to be the maximally supersymmetric
plane wave of [19]. Since then, string theory on this background has been of intense
interest as an example of holography [20]. The spectrum of strings on the plane
wave is related to the spectrum of a quantum mechanical system obtained from the
dual CFT on the boundary of the AdS5 space. Since string theory on plane waves
is solvable, this connection provides stringy tests of the AdS/CFT correspondence
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and has signicantly deepened our understanding of this duality.
However, our understanding of holography for the plane wave is still incomplete;
the duality is more indirect than AdS/CFT since the dual quantum mechanics is
obtained from the theory on the boundary of AdS, whereas the Penrose limit which
gives rise to the plane wave focuses on a region at the centre of AdS. Although a
well-dened notion of the boundary of the maximally supersymmetric plane was
obtained by conformal compactication in [10], and this boundary turns out to be
one-dimensional, a direct connection between the string theory on this plane wave
and a theory living in some sense on its asymptotic boundary has not yet been
constructed. As a result, it has not been possible to extend the results of [20] to
discuss a holographic duality for general plane waves.
Another interesting issue is whether plane waves admit event horizons. If they
did then we would have black hole spacetimes with a covariantly constant null
Killing eld which, as discussed above, would correspond to 0 exact solutions of
supergravity. Unfortunately, it was shown in [21] that plane waves cannot admit
event horizons. Every point in the spacetime can communicate \out to innity"
and since black holes are regions bounded by a horizon, there can be no black holes
in plane waves. This does not mean, however, that we cannot look for solutions
that are asymptotically plane wave. Indeed, a useful approach to deepening our
understanding of the duality for plane waves is to construct asymptotically plane
wave spacetimes and to look for interpretations of these spacetimes in eld theory
terms. In particular, it is clearly interesting to construct asymptotically plane wave
black holes and black strings. The construction of such solutions has been discussed
in [21{26]. The asymptotic structure of plane waves has also been discussed from a
general point of view in [11,27,28], using the causal completion of the spacetime.
1.2 Variational principles for gravity
Variational principles play an important role in theoretical physics; most fundamen-
tal physical theories can be described in terms of an action and the equations of
motion derived from a variational principle. The action provides a link between
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classical and quantum theories and a well-behaved action principle is essential for
the treatment of semi-classical issues. The classical limit of a quantum partition
function is obtained as a saddle point approximation where stationary points of
the action dominate the path integral. It is well known, however, that the familiar
Einstein-Hilbert and Gibbons-Hawking action does not full the necessary condi-
tions for a well-behaved action principle for non-compact spaces [29], namely being
nite on-shell and vanishing under all variations that preserve the boundary con-
ditions. The Einstein-Hilbert action is constructed from the Ricci scalar R which
contains terms which are linear in second derivatives of the metric. Gibbons and
Hawking [29] found these second derivative terms could be eliminated by the addition
of a boundary term constructed from the extrinsic curvature of the boundary. This
resulted in an action depending only on rst derivatives of the metric, as required
by path integral approaches to quantum gravity. The action, however, remains di-
vergent for non-compact solutions of the eld equations. These divergences may be
removed by a procedure known as background subtraction [29]. Given any space-
time, the prescription involves isometrically embedding a regulating boundary into
a suitable reference spacetime. A nite action may then be obtained by taking the
dierence in the regulated actions between the original spacetime and the reference
spacetimes in the limit that the regulating boundary goes to innity. One can think
of this new action as a description of the spacetime properties that were not already
present in the reference background. This technique has produced physically reason-
able results; however, it has signicant limitations. Firstly, the choice of reference
background is not unique and this can lead to inconsistent results. Secondly, in
D  4 spacetime dimensions, Weyl's embedding theorem states that an isometric
embedding of a regulating boundary in a reference background may not exist [30].
Hence, there is no guarantee that this procedure will work for a given spacetime.
This problem is not restricted to pathological spacetimes as even simple solutions
like the Kerr spacetime suers from ambiguities [31].
Inspired by holography and in particular the AdS/CFT correspondence, a new
approach to cancelling the large volume divergences in the gravitational action has
been formulated [32,33]. This approach, known as the counterterm method, involves
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introducing an additional boundary term to the usual action, chosen to cancel any
divergences. The counterterms are functionals only of the curvature invariants of
the induced metric on the boundary and so they do not contribute to the bulk
eld equations. This procedure is intrinsic to the spacetime of interest, unlike
background subtraction, and gives unique results once the counterterm has been
specied. This was originally developed for asymptotically AdS spacetimes [32,33],
but counterterms have since been developed for special classes of asymptotically
at spacetimes [34, 35]. An exciting recent development was the construction of
a well-behaved action principle for any asymptotically at spacetime in [30] (see
also [36{38]), which was argued in [39] to provide an approach to dening a holo-
graphic dual to asymptotically at space. This was extended to study holography for
linear dilaton spacetimes in [40,41]. In chapter 3, we will use the Mann-Marolf coun-
terterm introduced in [30] to construct a well-behaved action principle for asymp-
totically plane wave spacetimes.
1.3 Black holes
Black holes are the most basic objects of general relativity and have revealed much
about the nature of gravity and indeed, quantum gravity. Classical, four dimen-
sional, asymptotically at black holes are well understood and have been found
to exhibit a number of remarkable properties, namely uniqueness, stability, rigid-
ity, spherical topology and the laws of black hole thermodynamics [42]. Recently,
there has been a great deal of interest in the study of black holes in higher dimen-
sions [43{46] and also with non-at asymptotics [21{23,47,48]. There are a number
of motivations for this interest. Firstly, string theory contains gravity and requires
more than four dimensions, as do brane world models. Secondly, one might expect
the study of black holes in higher dimensions to lead to a better understanding of
gravity in general.
In higher dimensions the spectrum of solutions becomes much more complicated;
for example, in addition to the higher dimensional analogues of the Schwarzschild
and Kerr solutions, i.e. the Schwarzschild-Tangherlini and Myers-Perry solutions
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[43], there are also black p-branes, black rings [44] and multi-black hole solutions
such as black saturns [46], in which a Myers-Perry black hole is surrounded by a
spinning black ring. Higher dimensional solutions are in general no longer unique
or stable and may have non-spherical topology and extended event horizons [42].
It seems that attempting to nd exact solutions for all possible higher dimensional
black holes may not be the best approach and that instead it may be more fruitful to
develop some general framework for the approximate construction and classication
of black hole solutions. The presence of extended event horizons is an important
new feature of black hole solutions in higher dimensions as it results in two or more
widely separated length scales. We can take advantage of this separation of scales by
integrating out the short-distance physics to obtain a long-distance eective theory.
This can be implemented in practice using either the method of matched asymptotic
expansions [49] or classical eective eld theory [50]. For black holes with two
widely separated length scales, a general eective theory describing the dynamics
at scales much larger than the small scale has recently been developed [51, 52]. In
this approach the black hole is viewed as a blackfold, that is a black brane which is
embedded into a curved submanifold of the spacetime. The theory describes which
embeddings are allowed and hence can be used to classify the spectrum of black
holes.
1.4 Overview of thesis
In chapter 2, we discuss the essential background material required for chapters 3
and 4. We start by dening plane waves and pp-waves in terms of both Brinkmann
and Rosen coordinates. We then consider some special cases of plane waves, in
particular maximally symmetric plane waves and vacuum plane waves in four and
ve dimensions. Finally, we describe the steps required in taking the Penrose limit.
In section 2.2, we examine the Einstein-Hilbert and Hawking-Gibbons action in
the context of asymptotically at spacetimes and show that the variational principle
is not well-dened for non-compact spacetimes. Specically, we demonstrate that
the action is neither nite on-shell nor is it stationary under all variations of the
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metric preserving the boundary conditions. Dierent approaches to creating a well-
dened variational principle are then considered, namely background subtraction
methods and the addition of boundary counterterms. The Mann-Marolf counterterm
is then introduced and its form is motivated by consideration of the Gauss-Codazzi
equations. We then show that the addition of the Mann-Marolf counterterm to
the Einstein-Hilbert and Gibbons-Hawking action results in a well-dened action
principle for asymptotically at spacetimes.
In section 2.3, we turn to the description of neutral, vacuum black holes in higher
dimensions as background to the work in chapter 4 where we attempt the construc-
tion of black holes in plane waves. We rst consider a new general description of
higher dimensional black holes in terms of a blackfold and then the construction
of an approximate solution for an asymptotically at, neutral, thin rotating black
ring in some detail as a particular realisation of this method. We introduce the
conjecture which states that satisfying the blackfold equations (2.87) guarantees the
existence of a regular horizon and we consider evidence in support of it. Later, in
chapter 4 we nd a counter-example to this conjecture.
In chapter 3, we construct an action principle for asymptotically plane wave
spacetimes. To discuss the action for asymptotically plane wave spacetimes, we rst
need a suitable notion of what it means for a spacetime to be asymptotically plane
wave. In section 3.1, we propose a denition in terms of a set of fall-o conditions on
the metric at large spatial distances in directions orthogonal to the wave. We then
need to determine the behaviour of the components of the metric with indices parallel
to the wave; we use the linearised equations of motion to relate the fall-o conditions
of dierent components, by assuming that all components make contributions of the
same order to each term in the Einstein equations. This xes the fall-o of the other
components of the metric. We show that the known solutions which asymptotically
approach a vacuum plane wave [21{23] satisfy our fall-o conditions.
In section 3.2, we show that the denition of the action for vacuum gravity in-
troduced in [30] can be applied to asymptotically plane wave spacetimes with our
fall-o conditions without signicant modication. We demonstrate that the on-
shell action is nite and that the variational principle is well-dened. This provides
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conrmation that this is a useful denition of an asymptotically plane wave, and
provides another example where the counter-term approach of [30] is useful, sug-
gesting that this approach to dening the gravitational action should have a broad
applicability.
In chapter 4, we adopt the method of matched asymptotic expansions to nd
approximate solutions when the horizon size r+ of the black hole or black string is
small compared to the curvature scale  1 of the plane wave. This gives a separation
of scales which can be exploited to solve the equations of motion in the linearised
approximation in separate regions, matching the solutions in an overlap region.
We proceed in a similar way to the earlier example in chapter 2, rst nding the
metric far from the source (for r  r+) by studying the linearised approximation to
gravity with an appropriate delta-function source. The wave equation in the plane
wave background is rather complicated, so we focus on solving this problem in an
intermediate region r+  r   1 where the deviations from at space due to both
the source and the plane wave are small.
Solving the equation in this regime, we nd that simple dimensional analysis in-
dicates that the solutions will violate the asymptotic boundary conditions proposed
in chapter 3 as a denition of asymptotically plane wave spacetimes. In fact, the
perturbation due to the delta-function source becomes large relative to the back-
ground metric at large distances. An explicit analysis in four and ve dimensions
shows that the terms violating these boundary conditions are indeed non-zero.
We then obtain the near horizon metric in the region r   1 by solving the
linearised Einstein equations on the background of the black object, treating the
plane wave as a perturbation. For a black hole, we nd that there is no linearised
solution which is regular on the horizon. For the black string, we obtain a regular
solution in the near horizon region and verify that it matches on to the solution in
the intermediate region.
The calculation in the region r  r+ is described in section 4.1, and the calcu-
lation in the region r   1 is described in section 4.2.
In chapter 5, we conclude the thesis with some remarks on the interpretation
and implications of our results.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Plane waves
In this section, we introduce the plane wave and pp-wave metrics. Brinkmann and
Rosen coordinates for plane waves are discussed and the transformation between
them is given. We then consider some special cases of plane waves: homogeneous
plane waves, maximally symmetric plane waves and vacuum plane waves in four and
ve dimensions. Finally, we describe the process of recovering a plane wave from
any spacetime, the Penrose limit.
Generally, when considering gravitational plane waves in at space far from their
source, one assumes a metric of the form [53]
g =  + h ; (2.1)
where  is the Minkowski background and h is a small perturbation. When
working to linear order in the perturbation, Einstein's equations reduce to a wave
equation whose solutions are gravitational waves. A solution representing a gravi-
tational wave travelling in the (t; z) direction is given by
ds2 =  dt2 + dz2 + (IJ + hIJ(t+ z))dxIdxJ ; (2.2)
where xI are Cartesian coordinates for the directions transverse to the wave. Intro-
ducing light-cone coordinates x+ = t+ z; x  = (t  z)=2 the metric becomes
ds2 =  2dx+dx  + (IJ + hIJ(x+))dxIdxJ : (2.3)
9
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We can now dene plane waves by this metric, dropping the assumption that the
perturbation is small, i.e. a plane wave has a metric of the form [7]
ds2 =  2dx+dx  + gIJ(x+)dxIdxJ : (2.4)
These are Rosen coordinates for the plane wave.
An alternative approach to dening plane waves is to rst consider the more
general class of pp-waves. These are dened as spacetimes that support a covariantly
constant null Killing vector eld; i.e. a Killing vector eld v that satises
rv = 0; vv = 0: (2.5)
The most general metric satisfying these conditions takes the form [13]
ds2 =  2dx+dx    F (x+; xI)(dx+)2 + 2AJ(x+; xI)dx+dxJ + gJK(x+; xI)dxJdxK
(2.6)
where gJK(x
+; xI) is the metric on the space transverse to light-cone directions
x+; x  and the coecients F (x+; xI); AJ(x+; xI) and gJK(x+; xI) are constrained
by Einstein's equations. It is clear that the above metric has a null Killing vector
eld
 
@
@x 

which is covariantly constant due to the vanishing of the    + component
of the Christoel symbol. The most commonly considered waves have AJ = 0 and
are at in the transverse direction1
ds2 =  2dx+dx    F (x+; xI)(dx+)2 + IJdxIdxJ : (2.7)
In this thesis we are interested in the sub-class of pp-waves known as plane waves.
By denition, plane waves have F (x+; xI) quadratic in the transverse coordinates2
but an arbitrary function of x+: The metric for a plane wave then takes the form
ds2 =  2dx+dx    IJ(x+)xIxJ(dx+)2 + IJdxIdxJ ; (2.8)
with IJ(x
+) symmetric. Notice that in the limit IJ ! 0 we recover at space. This
metric has a \plane" symmetry given by translations of the transverse coordinates
1In fact, we can set AJ = 0 by a choice of coordinates so long as gJK is non-degenerate.
2Constant and linear terms in xI can be removed by a coordinate transformation.
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on the wavefronts x+ = constant, x  = constant. This is most easily seen in Rosen
coordinates
ds2 =  2dx+dx  + gIJ(x+)dxIdxJ : (2.9)
The transformation back to the Brinkmann form (2.8) is given by the change of
coordinates
xI ! hIJ(x+)xJ ; x  ! x  + 1
2
gIJ(x
+)h0IK(x+)hJL(x+)xKxL (2.10)
with hIKg
IJhJL = KL and KL = gIJh
00I
Kh
J
L, where the prime denotes dieren-
tiation with respect to x+. Throughout this thesis, we write plane waves in the
Brinkmann coordinate system. Brinkmann coordinates are more useful as they are
globally well-dened, whilst Rosen coordinates are not unique and the metric can
exhibit unphysical coordinate singularities.
It is easy to show that the only non-zero component of the Riemann tensor for
the plane wave (2.8) is
R+I+J =  IJ (2.11)
and because of the null Killing vector
 
@
@x 

the only non-zero component of the
Ricci tensor is
R++ =  IJIJ ; (2.12)
and the Ricci scalar is zero,
R = 0: (2.13)
Hence, for vacuum gravity Einstein's equations imply that IJ(x
+) must be traceless.
If IJ is constant then we have what are known as homogeneous plane waves
ds2 =  2dx+dx    IJxIxJ(dx+)2 + IJdxIdxJ : (2.14)
Finally if we take IJ = 
2IJ we have the maximally symmetric plane wave
ds2 =  2dx+dx    2IJxIxJ(dx+)2 + IJdxIdxJ : (2.15)
Note that in this case IJ is not traceless, so this is not a vacuum solution and there
must be some matter support. This plane wave has been the subject of intense study
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since the discovery that this metric in ten dimensions, supported by a self-dual ve-
form ux is a maximally supersymmetric solution of type-IIB supergravity [19] and
can be obtained by taking the Penrose limit of AdS5  S5 [18].
Consider the plane wave metric (2.8). We can always diagonalise IJ by a rota-
tion of the transverse coordinates xI to put the metric into the form
ds2 =  2dx+dx    II(x+)xIxI(dx+)2 + IJdxIdxJ : (2.16)
It is clear that for vacuum gravity in d = 2 transverse dimensions the metric can be
written as
ds2 =  2dx+dx    a(x2   y2)(dx+)2 + dx2 + dy2; (2.17)
where a is an arbitrary function of x+ and we have used Tr = 0: In d = 3 transverse
dimensions the constraint Tr = 0 denes a plane and so the metric can be written
in terms of a two parameter family
ds2 =  2dx+dx   [(x2  y2)+(x2+ y2  2w2)](dx+)2+dx2+dy2+dw2; (2.18)
with  and  arbitrary functions of x+:
2.1.1 The Penrose limit
As discussed in the introduction it is possible to generate a plane wave from any
spacetime through a process known as the Penrose limit [8]. The Penrose limit may
be successfully applied to any Lorentzian spacetime; however, if the initial spacetime
is a solution of Einstein's equations then so too will be the resulting plane wave after
taking the Penrose limit. In this way the Penrose limit can be used to generate new
solutions.
The required steps for taking the Penrose limit are [13]:
 Find a null geodesic in the initial spacetime
 Then choose a coordinate system such that the metric takes the form
ds2 = R2
 2dx+dex  + dex   dex  + AJ(x+; ex ; exI)dexJ+ gJK(x+; ex ; exI)dexJdexK
(2.19)
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where x+ is an ane parameter for the null geodesic, the distance between such
geodesics is parametrised by ex  and exI parametrises the remaining coordinates.
Any metric may be written in this form in the neighbourhood of the null geodesic.
 Finally, take the limit R!1 with
ex  = x 
R2
; exI = xI
R
; with x+; x ; xI fixed: (2.20)
Taking this limit, it is easy to see that the AJ term drops out and gJK(x
+; ex ; exI)
becomes only a function of x+: The resulting metric is
ds2 =  2dx+dx  + gIJ(x+)dxIdxJ ; (2.21)
which is simply the plane wave metric in Rosen coordinates.
2.2 Gravitational counterterms
In this section, we consider the construction of a well-dened variational principle
for gravity. We rst discuss the standard gravitational action, the Einstein-Hilbert
action, and show that the variational principle is not well-dened, even for compact
manifolds with boundary, due to a non-vanishing boundary term. We then consider
the addition of the Gibbons-Hawking term and show that the resulting variational
principle is well-dened on compact manifolds. However, in general, the action will
not be nite for non-compact manifolds . Two dierent approaches to making the
action nite are then considered: background subtraction methods and holographic
renormalization, and some specic examples are provided. The more general Mann-
Marolf counterterm is then introduced and its form is motivated by consideration of
the Gauss-Codazzi equations [53]. It is then shown that the addition of the Mann-
Marolf counterterm to the Einstein-Hilbert and Gibbons-Hawking action gives a
well-dened action principle for asymptotically at spacetimes.
2.2.1 The action of general relativity
A variational approach to general relativity was proposed independently by Einstein
and Hilbert. Their action is unique given the requirements that it contains no higher
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than second derivatives of the metric3 (or a cosmological constant) and is a scalar
under Lorentz transformations. The Einstein-Hilbert action is given by
SEH =   1
16G
Z
M
p gRddx (2.22)
where R = gR is the Ricci scalar, g
 the inverse metric, R the Ricci tensor
and g = detg , and where M is the manifold of interest.
In general relativity, when we are interested in the behaviour of some non-
compact manifold, we can manage the resulting innities by performing calcula-
tions on a nite subspace Mr  M by introducing a regulating boundary @Mr to
cut-o the spacetime at nite \radius" and then remove the cut-o by taking the
limit @Mr !1, such thatMr converges toM. Throughout this thesis we will be
primarily interested in non-compact manifolds and will have the above procedure
in mind when we perform computations. There are two essential properties that a
well-dened variational principle must possess [30]:
1. Requiring the action to be stationary, when considering all variations which
preserve the boundary conditions, should result in precisely the classical equa-
tions of motion. In particular, any resulting boundary terms must vanish for
any allowed variation.
2. The action is nite on-shell, i.e. when the classical equations of motion are
satised.
In general when one is interested in some non-gravitational eld theory one considers
an action constructed from rst derivatives in the elds. In this case a boundary
condition which xes the elds on the boundary will give a well-dened variational
principle. When we consider gravity we will similarly impose the condition that
the metric is xed on the boundary. If we now consider variations of the Einstein-
Hilbert action, we nd that extremising the action does indeed yield Einstein's eld
equations on the bulk spacetime M. However, since the Einstein-Hibert action is
constructed from second derivatives in the metric a non-zero boundary term which
3First derivatives of the metric can always be set to zero locally and so any non-trivial scalar
must involve at least second derivatives of the metric.
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depends not only on variations of the metric but also on variations of derivatives
of the metric results. Since we have not xed derivatives of the metric on the
boundary4 the variational principle is not well-dened. Let us now demonstrate the
above result. It is convenient to vary the action with respect to the inverse metric
g where variations of the metric and its inverse are related by g =  ggg.
We nd
SEH =   1
16G
Z
M
ddx
p g

R   1
2
Rg

g +
Z
M
ddx
p grv

(2.23)
with v = r(g) gr(g). Notice that the second term is a total derivative
so, using Stokes' theorem [53] can be written as a boundary term
  1
16G
Z
@M
dd 1x
p hvn; (2.24)
where h is the determinant of the induced metric on the boundary h given by
the pullback of g to @M and n is the unit vector normal to the boundary. This
boundary term clearly does not vanish when only the metric is xed on the boundary.
Gibbons and Hawking [29] found that, if a suitable boundary term was added to
the Einstein-Hilbert action, the second derivative terms could be removed so that
the resulting boundary term depends only on variations of the metric and not its
derivatives. The required boundary term is
SGH =   1
8G
Z
@M
p hKdd 1x (2.25)
where K = hK is the trace of the extrinsic curvature of the boundary dened
by the covariant derivative of the unit normal vector n of the boundary
K = h

rn : (2.26)
We now show that addition of the Gibbons-Hawking term does indeed give a well-
dened variational principle for compact manifolds, resulting in variations of the
action that depend only on the metric on the boundary. In particular, we show that
SEH+GH =   1
16G
Z
@M
dd 1x
p hh ; (2.27)
4Fixing rst derivatives of the metric as well as the metric itself would overly restrict the space
of solutions.
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where  = K Kh . To do this it is convenient to make use of the Hamiltonian
formulation of gravity in the ADM formalism [53] in which a global time function
t is used to foliate the spacetime into spacelike hypersurfaces of constant t: In our
case we are interested in the boundary at large r so we proceed analogously and
introduce a family of timelike hypersurfaces @M of constant radius r with normal
vector n pointing in the direction of increasing r and satisfying nn
 = 1: This
radial analogue of Hamiltonian formulation was used in the context of the AdS/CFT
correspondence in [54,55]; we will follow their approach.
The induced metric on the hypersurface @M is given by the pullback of the bulk
metric. It can be written in terms of g and the normal vector to the surface
h = g   nn : (2.28)
We raise and lower indices using the bulk metric and its inverse and dene a radial
vector eld r by r@r = 1, a lapse function
N = rn; (2.29)
and a shift vector
N = r  Nn; (2.30)
which are simply decompositions of r into its normal and tangential components
with respect to the hypersurface. The metric can now be decomposed in terms of
the lapse function, the shift vector and the induced metric
ds2 = (N2 +NN
)dr2 + 2Ndx
dr + hdx
dx : (2.31)
The extrinsic curvature can also be written as
K =
1
2
$nh; (2.32)
where $n is the Lie derivative along n
: In this form we see that the extrinsic curva-
ture encodes the radial evolution of the induced metric and describes the geometry
of the hypersurface @M relative to the bulk M. The bulk curvature pulled back
to @M can be related to the intrinsic and extrinsic curvature on the boundary
hypersurface @M by Gauss's equation
h
0
h
0
h
0
h
0
R0000 = R +KK  KK; (2.33)
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and Codazzi's equation
hn
R = DK

  DK; (2.34)
where D is the covariant derivative on @M compatible with h and R is the
Riemann tensor of the boundary metric h on @M. We will also need contractions
of Gauss's equation
K2  KK = R+ 2Gnn ; (2.35)
$nK +KK   2KK = R   hhR; (2.36)
where G is the bulk Einstein tensor. Note that these equations are purely geo-
metrical as we have not yet imposed the equations of motion.
Substituting the denition of the Ricci tensor R = R

 where the Riemann
tensor is given by Rn
 = [r;r ]n into equation (2.35) allows us to write the
bulk Ricci scalar as
R = R+K2  KK   2r(nrn) + 2r(nrn): (2.37)
We now substitute (2.37) into the Einstein-Hilbert and Gibbons-Hawking action.
Having applied Stokes' theorem to the divergence terms in (2.37) we nd the result-
ing boundary terms are precisely cancelled by the Gibbons-Hawking term and we
are left with
SEH+GH =   1
16G
Z
M
ddx
p g  R+K2  KK : (2.38)
By writing the extrinsic curvature in terms of the lapse and shift functions
K =
1
2N
 
@rh   2D(N)

(2.39)
we see that the action depends only on (h ; @rh ; N;N
). We can now nd the
conjugate momenta densities to these elds given by
  L
(@rh)
; N 
L
(@rN)
; N  L
(@rN)
; (2.40)
where L is the Lagrangian density. The Lagrangian density does not contain any
radial derivatives of the lapse or shift functions so their conjugate momenta van-
ish identically. This tells us that the lapse and shift functions are not dynamical
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variables and can be xed by a choice of gauge. A convenient choice are Gaussian
normal coordinates for which N = 1; N = 0 and
ds2 = dr2 + hijdx
idxj; (2.41)
n = r ; Kij =
1
2
h0ij: (2.42)
The momentum conjugate to the boundary metric is readily shown to be
ij = Kij  Khij: (2.43)
Let us now consider arbitrary variations of the Einstein-Hilbert action about a
solution of the classical equations of motion. We have reduced the Einstein-Hilbert
action to a function of the metric and its radial derivative. It is convenient to write
the Einstein-Hilbert action in terms of a Lagrangian
SEH+GH =   1
16G
Z
M
ddxL(hij; @rhij); (2.44)
where the Lagrangian is related to the Lagrangian density by L =
p hL: We now
nd the variation of the action with respect to the metric and its radial derivative
SEH+GH =   1
16G
Z
M
ddx

@L
@hij
hij +
@L
@(@rhij)
(@rhij)

: (2.45)
Integrating the second term by parts with respect to r yields
SEH+GH =   1
16G
Z
M
ddx

@L
@hij
  @r

@L
@(@rhij)

hij (2.46)
  1
16G
Z
@M
dd 1x
@L
@(@rhij)
hij:
The integrand of the rst term is simply the Euler-Lagrange equation, which vanishes
on-shell, whilst the integrand of the second term is just
p hij so we have shown
SEH+GH =   1
16G
Z
@M
dd 1x
p hijhij: (2.47)
Thus the Einstein-Hilbert action, supplemented with the Gibbons-Hawking term
gives a well-dened Dirichlet problem where only the metric and not its normal
derivatives need to be xed on the boundary. For compact spacetimes the action
principle is indeed well-dened; however, as we will see, the action is not stationary
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for asymptotically at space. Let us consider the denition of asymptotic atness
given in [30] where the dening metric in d dimensions is taken to admit a radial
foliation of the form
ds2 =
 
1 +O(r3 d)) dr2 + r2  h0ij +O(r3 d) didj + rO(r3 d)drdj (2.48)
where h0ij and 
i are the metric and coordinates on the unit (d   2; 1) hyperboloid
Hd 1, and the notation O(r3 d) means that any perturbations to the at space
metric must fall o at least as fast as r3 d. We are primarily interested in the large
volume divergences associated with taking the boundary at constant r to innity,
with  xed; however, we also need to cut o the spacetimeM in time. We consider
the set-up where M is the region between two Cauchy hypersurfaces related by an
asymptotic translation. In this case the volume of @M scales like rd 2 [30].
Let us now calculate the variation of the action for the above class of spacetimes.
To rst order in the perturbations to at space we nd the extrinsic curvature is
given by
Kij = rh
0
ij +O(r4 d): (2.49)
Hence, we have ij  O(r 3) +O(r d) and, using hij  O(r5 d) we nd
SEH+GH s O(r0): (2.50)
Thus the action is not stationary, its variation generically approaches a non-zero
constant as the boundary is taken to spacelike innity, r ! 1 with  xed. Note
that the action itself is also not nite as the boundary is taken to innity. We are
considering Ricci at spacetimes so the Einstein-Hilbert term vanishes and we need
only consider the Gibbons-Hawking term. Since K  O(r 1) to leading order we
have
SGH =   1
8G
Z
@M
dd 1x
p hK s O(rd 3); (2.51)
which diverges for d  4: Hence we require some modication of the action so that
it is nite on solutions and vanishes under all variations preserving the boundary
conditions, as the regulating boundary is taken to innity.
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2.2.2 Counterterms
The background subtraction approach [29] attempts to make the action nite with
the addition of a new term to the action
SRef =
1
8G
Z
@M
dd 1x
p hKRef ; (2.52)
where KRef is the extrinsic curvature of the boundary @M when it is isometrically
embedded into some reference spacetime. For asymptotically at gravity the ap-
propriate reference background is Minkowski space; however, as discussed in the
introduction, for spacetimes with other asymptotics there is in general some ambi-
guity with regard to choice of reference background. Furthermore, in higher dimen-
sions the required embeddings will not always exist and so a well-dened variational
principle cannot be constructed.
Boundary counterterms intrinsic to the spacetime of interest initially arose from
a study of gauge/gravity duality [32,33]. The method, known as holographic renor-
malization involves the addition of terms dened locally on the boundary, chosen to
make the action nite. In [33] the authors construct counterterms that are function-
als of the intrinsic geometry of the boundary of asymptotically anti de-Sitter space
(AAdS) and are able to reproduce the conserved quantities for various AAdS space-
times. In [34] it was shown that a counterterm proportional to
pR yields a nite
action for Schwarzschild d = 4 spacetimes and this result was extended to arbitrary
dimensions in [35]. These counterterms, though successful in rendering the action
nite and reproducing conserved quantities calculated by reference subtraction, are
somewhat case specic.
2.2.3 The Mann-Marolf counterterm
Recently, a new covariant counterterm was proposed by Mann and Marolf [30] for
asymptotically at spacetimes with dimension d  4: The authors show that when
the Einstein-Hilbert and Gibbons-Hawking terms are supplemented with the Mann-
Marolf counterterm, the resulting action is both nite on-shell and stationary under
all variations preserving asymptotic atness. We now consider the Mann-Marolf
counterterm and its origins in detail, as we will use this counterterm to construct
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an action principle for asymptotically plane wave spacetimes in chapter 3. The
Mann-Marolf counterterm is given by
SMM =
1
8G
Z
@M
dd 1x
p hK^; (2.53)
where K^ = hK^ is dened implicitly by solving
R = K^K^   hK^K^; (2.54)
where R is the Ricci tensor of the metric h induced on the boundary @M. Note
that K^ is a locally determined function of the boundary metric h and is dened for
any asymptotically at spacetime as required for a well-dened variational principle.
Let us consider Gauss's equation (2.33) written in terms of boundary coordinates
;  for some reference background (MRef ; gRef )
RRef = RRef +KRef KRef  KRef KRef: ; (2.55)
where the bulk Riemann tensor RRef has been pulled back to @M. That is to say, if
we had embedded our boundary spacetime (@M; h) into some reference background
(MRef ; gRef ) then the above equation would hold and we could solve it to nd a
counterterm KRef . For asymptotically at spacetime the natural choice of reference
background is Minkowski space. For any spacetime that is asymptotically Ricci at
we will have RRef = 0; hence the trace of (2.55) reduces to (2.54). We discussed
in section 1.2 that an embedding into a reference spacetime is not always possible;
however, when it is, the extrinsic curvature of the embedding will be given by (2.54).
Even when such an embedding is not possible we may still use (2.54) to dene a
counterterm. Indeed, we can see it has just the properties we require; rstly, it does
not contain normal derivatives of the metric since it is related only to the intrinsic
curvature of the boundary so it won't upset the cancellation between the Einstein-
Hilbert and Gibbons-Hawking terms. Secondly, it agrees with K to leading order
(with dierences being sourced by the bulk Riemann tensor) and so will cancel
the divergences coming from K: We will now show that the addition of this new
counterterm does indeed give a well-dened action principle for asymptotically at
spacetimes as dened by (2.48). This will serve as useful background for the similar
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but more complicated analysis for asymptotically plane wave spacetimes presented
in chapter 3. We closely follow the approach of [40]. We rst consider the niteness
of the action before looking at variations of the action.
Finiteness of the action
The action for asymptotically at spacetimes in the case of vacuum gravity is given
by just the boundary terms
S =   1
8G
Z
@M
dd 1x
p h(K   K^): (2.56)
Let us rst consider the value of this action for the zeroth order case; that is, for
Minkowski space
ds2 = dr2 + r2h0ijd
idj: (2.57)
The extrinsic curvature isKij = rh
0
ij; soK =
d 1
r
. The Ricci tensor on the boundary
is Rij = (d   2)h0ij: Substituting this into (2.54) we nd K^ij = rh0ij; so K^ = d 1r .
Thus the on-shell action for Minkowski space is zero. Let us now consider the action
for asymptotically at spacetimes as dened by (2.48). We can write the linear order
contribution to the action as
K(1)   K^(1) = K(1)ij h(0)ij   K^(1)ij h(0)ij: (2.58)
Since
p h  O(rd 2), we need K(1)   K^(1)  O(r2 d) to have a nite action. It is
easy to show K
(1)
ij  O(r4 d); so K(1)  O(r2 d). To evaluate K^(1)ij , we can linearise
(2.54) to give
R(1)ij = K^(1)mnL(0)mnij +

K^
(0)
ij K^
(0)
mn   K^(0)imK^(0)jn

h(1)mn; (2.59)
where5
L
(0)mn
ij = h
mnK^ij +
1
2

mi 
n
j K^ + 
n
j 
m
i K^

  1
2

mi K^
n
j + 
m
j K^
n
i + 
n
i K^
m
j + 
n
j K^
m
i

:
(2.60)
5Note that we dene L(0) so that it is symmetric in both pairs of indices, so this is slightly
dierent from the corresponding expression in [40].
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We can now invert this to give us an expression for K^
(1)
ij ,
h(0)ijK^
(1)
ij =M
(0)ijR(1)ij  M (0)ij(K^(0)ij K^(0)mn   K^(0)imK^(0)jn )h(1)mn: (2.61)
where M ij = hmn (L 1) ijmn. The operator L
(0)mn
ij is generically invertible and of the
same order as K(0); that is O(r 1): Therefore we have (L 1) ijmn  O(r) and M ij 
O(r 1): For the second term in (2.61) we have K^(0)mn  O(r); and h(1)mn O(r1 d);
so this term is O(r2 d). To evaluate the rst term in (2.61), we express R(1)ij by [53]
R(1)ij =  
1
2
h(0)mnD
(0)
i D
(0)
j h
(1)
mn  
1
2
h(0)mnD(0)m D
(0)
n h
(1)
ij + h
(0)mnD(0)m D
(0)
(i h
(1)
j)n; (2.62)
where Di is the covariant derivative compatible with hij. Using this expression we
can see that R(1)ij  O(r3 d), so this term also makes a nite contribution. Hence
we nd that the on-shell action is nite for asymptotically at spacetimes.
Variations of the action
We would also like to see that the action is stationary under arbitrary variations of
hij about a solution of the equations of motion. We have
SEH+GH =   1
16G
Z
dd 1x
p hijhij; (2.63)
and since
p h  O(rd 2), (0)ij  O(r 3) and hij  O(r5 d), this gives a non-
vanishing r0 term. We need this term to be cancelled with a corresponding term
coming from SMM . Since

p hK^ =  1
2
K^hijhij + K^ijh
ij + hijK^ij; (2.64)
we can write the variation of the Mann-Marolf term as
SMM =
1
8G
Z
dd 1x
p h

1
2
^ijhij +
1
2
K^ijhij + h
ijK^ij

; (2.65)
where ^ij = K^ij   hijK^. To zeroth order, ^(0)ij = (0)ij, so the rst term in (2.65)
cancels the non-zero contribution from (2.63). However, the second term in (2.65)
also has a non-zero leading order part, so this must be cancelled by a contribution
from the nal term. We nd,
hijK^ij = M
(0)ijR(0)ij  M (0)ij

K^
(0)
ij K^
(0)
mn   K^(0)im K^(0)jn

hmn: (2.66)
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Let us consider the rst term above. We have R(0)ij  O(r3 d) which involves
covariant derivatives with respect to the unit metric on Hd 1, h0ij. Since the only
i dependence in the terms multiplying R(0)ij is through the covariantly constant
metric h0ij, this term is a total derivative. Higher-order contributions from this term
will not be total derivatives, but they are suppressed by further powers of r so their
contribution to the action vanishes in the large r limit. Finally, we evaluate the
last term in (2.66). By explicit computation we nd M (0)ij = 1
2(d 2)rh
0
ij and, using
K^
(0)
ij = rh
0
ij, we see that
hijK^ij !  M (0)ij

K^
(0)
ij K^
(0)
mn   K^(0)im K^(0)jn

hmn =  1
2
r(ho)ijhij =  1
2
K^(0)ijhij:
(2.67)
This will indeed cancel with the leading order part of the second term in (2.65)
leaving no nite contributions to the variation of the action in the large r limit. So
the addition of the Mann-Marolf term to the Einstein-Hilbert and Gibbons-Hawking
action gives a well-dened variational principle for asymptotically at spacetimes.
2.3 Black holes in higher dimensions
In this section, we consider the general description of neutral, vacuum black holes
in higher dimensions as background to the work in chapter 4 where we attempt
the construction of black holes in plane wave spacetimes. We rst set out the new
eective theory of [51,52] in which a black hole is described by a black brane curved
into a submanifold of a background spacetime - a blackfold. We then look at the
construction of an approximate solution for an asymptotically at, neutral, thin
rotating black ring in some detail as a particular realisation of this method. We
encounter a conjecture which states that satisfying the blackfold equations (2.87)
guarantees the existence of a regular horizon [51] and we consider an example in
support of it [56]. We see, however, in chapter 4 that a counter-example exists.
An important new feature of higher dimensional black holes is the existence of
event horizons with two length scales of very dierent magnitude r0  R, where r0
and R are the length scales associated with the mass of the black hole and its angular
momentum respectively. In four spacetime dimensions, the angular momentum is
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bounded J  GM2; so the Kerr black hole is always approximately round with
r0 s GM: However, the competition between the gravitational and centrifugal terms
changes with dimensionality. The gravitational potential falls o as r3 D; whereas
the centrifugal barrier in a particular direction only depends on the rotation in the
plane, so will fall o as r 2 in each plane of rotation. Thus, for D  5, regimes exist
where the length scales r0  (GM)1=(D 3) and R  J=M can be widely separated.
Indeed, ve dimensional black rings are known to exist in ultra-spinning regimes
where the ring's radius R is much larger than its thickness r0 [44]. Similarly, Myers-
Perry black holes in D  6 have ultra-spinning regimes in which the horizon attens
and approaches a thin black brane with thickness r0 and large radius R in the plane
of rotation [43]. This suggests organising black holes in a hierarchy of scales.
1. R . r0 - black holes behave qualitatively similarly to the Kerr black hole in
four dimensions.
2. R  r0 - threshold of emergence of new phenomena.
3. R  r0 - regime of new dynamics, very dierent to four dimensions. Separa-
tion of scales suggests approximation with a long wavelength eective theory.
The rst and second regimes are described by the full Einstein equations and, in
general, nding solutions will be challenging as known solution generating techniques
do not extend to higher dimensions. The third regime, thanks to the existence
of a small parameter r0=R, is well described by approximate analytical methods.
Fortunately, there is much of interest in this regime with new dynamics not seen in
four dimensions appearing.
Let us rst set out some of the notation we use in this section. Following [52],
we introduce
n = D   p  3; (2.68)
for a blackfold with p spatial dimensions embedded in D-dimensional spacetime. We
denote spacetime coordinates by X; with indices ; ::: = (0; :::; D  1); and space-
time metric, connection and covariant derivative by g ; 

 ; and r; respectively.
Worldvolume coordinates are denoted by a; with indices a; b::: = (0; :::; p); and the
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worldvolume metric connection and covariant derivative are given by ab;  
a
bc; and
Da: Indices ;  are raised and lowered with g and its inverse and indices a; b are
raised and lowered with ab and its inverse.
2.3.1 Blackfolds
We are interested in studying the large distance dynamics of higher dimensional
black hole horizons with some eective theory. To construct such a theory the grav-
itational degrees of freedom are split into near horizon and far region components
g = fg(near) ; g(far) g; (2.69)
and the Einstein-Hilbert action is approximated by
SEH    1
16G
Z
ddx
p
 g(far)R(far)   Seff [g(far) ; ]; (2.70)
where Seff [g
(far)
 ; ] is an eective action resulting from integrating out the short
distance degrees of freedom. What is meant by this is that Einstein's equations
are solved for r  R and the eects of this solution at large distances r  r0 are
encoded in an eective action. The coupling of these short wavelength degrees of
freedom to the long wavelength components occurs via some eective elds ; which
we now identify.
We are guided by the result that known black holes approach at black branes in
the limit r0=R! 0: Therefore we take the eective theory to describe the dynamics
of black p branes, with geometry in D = 3 + p+ n spacetime dimensions given by
ds2p brane =  

1  r
n
0
rn

dt2 +
pX
i=1
(dzi)2 +
dr2
1  rn0
rn
+ r2d
2n+1: (2.71)
We obtain a more general form of the metric by boosting the worldvolume coordi-
nates a = (t; zi): If the velocity eld is given by ua; with uaubab =  1; then
ds2p brane =

ab +
rn0
rn
uaub

dadb +
dr2
1  rn0
rn
+ r2d
2n+1: (2.72)
The parameters describing this black p brane are the p independent components of
the velocity u; the horizon thickness r0 and the D p 1 coordinates parametrizing
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the position of the brane in directions transverse to the worldvolume, X?: Thus the
eective elds of (2.70) can be written
(a) = fX?(a); r0(a); ui(a)g: (2.73)
Let us now consider embedding the black brane worldvolume Wp+1 into the space-
time. It is useful to enlarge the set of embedding coordinates to include all the
spacetime coordinates X(a) in order to preserve manifest dieomorphism invari-
ance. The pullback of the bulk metric results in an induced metric on the brane
worldvolume
ab = g@aX
@bX
 : (2.74)
Given the induced metric ab on the worldvolume Wp+1; we dene the rst funda-
mental form of the submanifold
h = ab@aX
@bX
 : (2.75)
The metric can be decomposed into a projector onto Wp+1 and a projector onto
directions perpendicular to Wp+1 respectively
g = h+ ? : (2.76)
The tangential projection tensor h satises the relations
h@aX
 = @aX
; (2.77)
and
hh

 = h

; (2.78)
whilst the orthogonal projection tensor ? satises
? @aX = 0; (2.79)
and
?  ?  =? : (2.80)
The extrinsic curvature tensor can be dened as 6
K
 = hh

rh; (2.81)
6This is the generalisation of the extrinsic curvature dened in (2.26) for submanifolds with
codimension greater than one.
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and is tangent to Wp+1 along its lower indices and orthogonal to Wp+1 along its
upper index. It is useful to introduce the tangential covariant derivative
r = hr ; (2.82)
which we can use to rewrite the extrinsic curvature
K
 = h
 rh (2.83)
We are now in a position to write down the dynamical equations for a brane em-
bedded in a background spacetime. These equations were rst derived by Carter
in [57]; however, when applied to black branes we refer to them as the blackfold
equations. The equations are formulated in terms of an eective stress tensor on
Wp+1 satisfying the tangentiality condition
? T  = 0: (2.84)
The eective stress tensor is derived from solving Einstein's equations in the near re-
gion. Since general relativity is a conservative and dieomorphism invariant theory,
the stress tensor must obey the conservation equations
rT  = 0: (2.85)
These equations can be decomposed along directions parallel and orthogonal toWp+1
rT  = r(T h)
= T  rh + h rT 
= T h
 rh + h rT  (2.86)
= T K
 + @aX
DbT
ab
Hence we have separated the D equations into D   p   1 equations orthogonal to
the brane worldvolume Wp+1 and p+ 1 equations parallel to it,
T K
 = 0 (extrinsic equations); (2.87)
DbT
ab = 0 (intrinsic equations): (2.88)
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We can rewrite the extrinsic equations (2.87) in terms of the embedding X(a)
T ab(Da@bX
 +  @aX
@bX
) = 0: (2.89)
In this form, we see that the extrinsic equations are generalisations of the geodesic
equation for free particles to p-branes. Blackfolds dier from other branes in that
they have event horizons and we need to consider regularity on the horizon as the
black brane is bent. It has been conjectured in [52] that regularity on the horizon is
preserved under such large scale perturbations when the blackfold equations (2.87)
are satised (we will refer to this as the blackfolds regularity conjecture). There
is some evidence in support of this conjecture, for example the analysis of [56],
reviewed in the next subsection. In [56], a black string is bent into a circle and it
is shown that satisfying the extrinsic equations (2.87) avoids naked singularities on
or outside the horizon. However, in chapter 4, when we consider the construction
of black holes in plane wave spacetimes, we nd that our black hole solution is not
regular on the horizon even when the blackfold equations for a 0-brane are (trivially)
satised. This implies that although satisfying the blackfold equations is a necessary
condition for the existence of a regular black hole horizon, it is not always a sucient
condition.
So far we have described an eective theory for the dynamics of black holes for
the far region r  r0: However, in general, we are also interested in nding a solution
for the near horizon region r  R: We may construct solutions in a perturbative
expansion in r0=R using the method of matched asymptotic expansions [49,58]. To
zeroth order in r0=R, the near region solution is simply the black p-brane (2.72)
and the far region solution is the background metric g ; this is the test brane
approximation. To go to the next order we must take account of the gravitational
backreaction of the black brane. We solve the linearised Einstein equations in the
far region with an eective stress tensor derived from the near region and with
appropriate asymptotics at innity. This results in a correction to the far region
metric of order (r0=R)
n and provides boundary conditions in the intermediate region
r0  r  R for the near region solution. The rst order correction to the near region
solution can be found by linearly perturbing the near region metric (2.72) and solving
with boundary conditions given by the requirements that the near region solution
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matches the far region solution in the overlap region and that the horizon remains
regular. This procedure can be thought of as a dialogue of multipoles [58] and can
be iterated order by order, where the solution in one region is used to provide the
boundary conditions for the solution in the other region, by matching solutions in
the intermediate region where both expansions are valid.
2.3.2 Construction of an approximate black ring solution
We now consider in some detail the construction in [56] of an approximate solution
for an asymptotically at, neutral, thin rotating black ring in any dimension D  5:
This will be instructive as an example of how the blackfolds procedure works in
practice and as background to the construction of black hole solutions in plane wave
backgrounds in chapter 4. The appropriate blackfold for this problem is a black
1-brane; that is, a black string with thickness r0 corresponding to the horizon radius
which is bent into a large circle of radius R: The required steps to construct an
approximate black ring solution (up to rst order) are:
1. We rst consider the near horizon region r  R; to zeroth order in 1=R; that
is, we take a boosted black string of innite radius R!1: Implementing the
blackfold equations T K
 = 0; xes the boost parameter : This can be
interpreted as balancing the string tension and centrifugal repulsion such that
the string is in mechanical equilibrium.
2. We now solve the linearised Einstein equations to rst order in rn0 , in the far
region r  r0; for some appropriate source. The source we require is that of
the energy-momentum tensor of an innitely thin rotating ring.
3. Finally, we solve the linearised Einstein equations in the near region for the
rst order corrections to the black string. We are nding the geometry of a
black string that has been bent into a circle with some large radius R: The
matching of this solution to the far region solution in the intermediate region
r0  r  R, together with the requirement of regularity at the horizon,
provide the boundary conditions.
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2.3.3 Far region solution
In order to nd the far region solution of a rotating, neutral, thin black ring we
must rst determine the energy-momentum tensor of a thin black ring of radius R:
Consider the metric of a straight boosted black string
ds2 =  

1  r
n
0
rn
cosh2 

dt2   2r
n
0
rn
cosh sinhdtdz (2.90)
+

1 +
rn0
rn
sinh2 

dz2 +
dr2
1  rn0
rn
+ r2d
2n+1
with  the boost parameter. We take the z direction to be along an S1 with
circumference 2R and introduce an angular coordinate  dened by
 =
z
R
; 0   < 2: (2.91)
We must nd a source such that the metric it produces in the far region is the same
as that of the full solution. Since the thin black ring locally approaches the solution
for a boosted black string, we choose an energy-momentum tensor that reproduces
(2.90) in the weak eld limit
Ttt =
rn0
16G
(n cosh2 + 1)(n+2)(r); (2.92)
Ttz =
rn0
16G
n cosh sinh(n+2)(r); (2.93)
Tzz =
rn0
16G
(n sinh2   1)(n+2)(r); (2.94)
where r = 0 corresponds to a circle of radius R in (n+3)-dimensional Euclidean at
space. The black ring is described by the parameters r0; R and  or equivalently by
its mass, radius and angular momentum, M;R and J . In mechanical equilibrium,
however, given particular values of mass and radius, the angular momentum will be
xed so the solution will only depend on two parameters.
Let us now solve the equations of motion for the string probe
T K
 = 0: (2.95)
The extrinsic curvature of the circle is 1=R; so our equilibrium condition is
T  = 0; (2.96)
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that is, the pressure tangential to the ring must vanish. This equilibrium condition
xes the boost parameter
sinh2  =
1
n
: (2.97)
We will demonstrate shortly that regularity of the near-horizon region requires
this choice of boost parameter. Now that we have the appropriate energy-momentum
tensor we can solve the linearised Einstein equations in the far region to get an
approximate solution for a thin black ring. In [56], these are solved in the transverse
gauge in which the linearised Einstein equations are
h =  16GT ; (2.98)
with h = h  12hg and rh = 0:We write the (n+3)-dimensional Euclidean
at space metric in bi-polar coordinates
ds2(En+3) = dr21 + r21d
2n + dr22 + r22d 2 (2.99)
and take the ring source to lie at r1 = 0 and r2 = R:When the equilibrium condition
(2.96) is satised the general solution is
ds2 = ( 1 + 2)dt2   2Adtd +

1 +
2
n+ 1


ds2(En+3); (2.100)
where away from the source  satises the Laplace equation and A the Maxwell
equation for a gauge potential Ad : The solutions are given by
 =
4GM
(n+ 2)
n+2
2Z
0
d 
1
(r21 + (R cos   r2)2 +R2 sin2  )(n+1)=2
; (2.101)
and
A =
8GJ
(n+ 1)
n+2R
2Z
0
d 
r2 cos 
(r21 + (R cos   r2)2 +R2 sin2  )(n+1)=2
: (2.102)
These integrals can be approximated for the far region r1; r2  R and the
intermediate region r1; r2   R  R to give a linearised equilibrium solution, i.e.
a solution for arbitrary mass and angular momentum but with zero tension. We
would now like to provide an example in which the blackfolds regularity conjecture
of [52] is satised. In order to do this, we need to solve the linearised Einstein
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equations for a source with tension Tzz 6= 0 and show that a regular solution results
only if in fact Tzz = 0: This is a much harder problem but it simplies considerably
if we work in the intermediate region r0  r1; r2  R R; where we are interested
in the local eects of bending a black string into a large circle of radius R:
As is often the case, it will simplify matters considerably if we nd a coordinate
system adapted to the problem. We would like coordinates for at space such that
r = 0 is a section of the bent black string of radius R:We require a metric for which
 The Riemann tensor vanishes up to rst order in 1=R:
 The curve r = 0 on the plane of the ring  = 0;  has constant extrinsic
curvature.
 Surfaces of constant r are equipotential surfaces of the Laplace equationr2r n =
0; for a delta-function source at r = 0:
The metric which satises these requirements is
ds2 =

1 +
2r cos 
R

dz2 +

1  2r cos 
nR
 
dr2 + r2d2 + r2 sin2 d
2n

: (2.103)
Our analysis is made clearer if we choose a more general energy-momentum source
given by
Ttt =
n(n+ 2)
n+ 1

rn0
16G
(n+2)(r); (2.104)
Ttz = np
rn0
16G
(n+2)(r); (2.105)
Tzz =
n(n+ 2)
n+ 1

rn0
16G
(n+2)(r): (2.106)
We recover the source of the boosted black string by the identication
n(n+ 2)
n+ 1
 = n cosh2 + 1; (2.107)
p = cosh sinh; (2.108)
n(n+ 2)
n+ 1
 = n sinh2   1: (2.109)
Using the symmetry of the solution and by choice of gauge, the perturbations can
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be written in the form
htt = f1(r; ); (2.110)
htz = f2(r; ); (2.111)
hzz = f3(r; )zz; (2.112)
hrr = f4(r; )rr; (2.113)
h = f5(r; ); (2.114)
h

 = f6(r; )

; (2.115)
where  is the at space metric (2.103) and the indices 

 are coordinates on S
n:
However, not all of these functions fi are independent and it may be shown that
one of the relations that these functions satisfy is given by (see appendix B of [56])
f1   f3   f4   f5   (n  2) f6 = 0: (2.116)
The radial dependence of the functions fi can be xed by dimensional analysis and
we can write up to rst order in 1=R
fi(r; ) =
rn0
rn

f
(0)
i +
r
R
f
(1)
i ()

: (2.117)
The functions f
(0)
i must simply be constants, as to zeroth order in 1=R we have a
straight energy-momentum source so the SO(n + 2) symmetry of the Sn+1 spheres
is unbroken. It is easy to show
f
(0)
1 = +

n+ 1
; (2.118)
f
(0)
2 =  p; (2.119)
f
(0)
3 =  +

n+ 1
; (2.120)
f
(0)
4 = f
(0)
5 = f
(0)
6 =
  
n+ 1
: (2.121)
Both the Rtt and the Rzz equations are of the form
f
00
+ n cot f
0   (n  1) f = 0; (2.122)
where the prime denotes dierentiation with respect to . This equation can be
transformed into an associated Legendre equation by the substitution f = (sin )
1 n
2 y
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and it can be shown that the only regular solution is f = 0; hence we have
f
(1)
1 = f
(1)
3 = 0: (2.123)
Using these solutions and (2.116) the Rr Einstein equation takes the form
f 0 + (n  1) cot f  B sin  = 0; (2.124)
with f = f
(1)
6   f (1)5 and B = n+2n+1: In order to prevent a singularity at the poles of
the sphere we must have
f(0) = f() = 0: (2.125)
Making the substitution f = (sin )1 nw, (2.124) takes the form
w0  B sinn  = 0; (2.126)
which can be solved using a hypergeometric function
w = k  B cos  2F1

1
2
;
1  n
2
;
3
2
; cos2 

; (2.127)
with k a constant of integration. The hypergeometric function takes the same nite
value at the poles of the sphere but because of the cos  pre-factor k cannot be
chosen so w vanishes on both poles. Thus the only way to satisfy (2.125) is for both
k and B (and hence ) to vanish. So we nd a regular solution only if
Tzz = 0; (2.128)
that is, if the blackfold equations (2.95) are satised, which is the result we set out
to show. It is now simple to solve the remaining equations; we have
f
(1)
4 = f
(1)
5 = f
(1)
6 = 0; (2.129)
and
f
(1)
2 =  p cos  (2.130)
as the remaining regular solutions. Using the identications (2.107), (2.108), (2.109),
and the equilibrium boost (2.97), the solution in the intermediate region r0  r 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R; written in the Schwarzschild gauge, 7 takes the form
gtt =  1 + n+ 1
n
rn0
rn
;
gtz =  
p
n+ 1
n
rn0
rn

1 +
r cos 
R

;
gzz = 1 +
1
n
rn0
rn

1 +
r cos 
R

+
2r cos 
R
; (2.131)
grr = 1 +
rn0
rn

1  2n  1
n2
r cos 
R

  2
n
r cos 
R
;
gij = g^ij

1 +
1
n2
rn0
rn 1R
cos    2
n
r cos 
R

;
with
g^ijdx
idxj = r2
 
d2 + sin2 d
2n

; (2.132)
the metric of Sn+1 of radius r:
2.3.4 Near horizon analysis
We now complete the construction by nding the rst order perturbations of the
boosted black string in the near horizon region. The perturbations arise from bend-
ing the straight boosted black string into a circle of large radius R such that the
metric asymptotes to (2.131) at large r: The zeroth order metric is simply given by
the boosted black string (2.90) with the equilibrium boost parameter (2.97)
g
(0)
tt =  1 +
n+ 1
n
rn0
rn
; g
(0)
tz =  
p
n+ 1
n
rn0
rn
; g(0)zz = 1 +
1
n
rn0
rn
; (2.133)
grr =

1 +
rn0
rn
 1
; g
(0)
 = g^; g
(0)


 = g^

;
with g^; g^

 given by (2.132). We now need to put the rst order perturbations
into the simplest possible form to facilitate solving Einstein's equations. It is con-
venient to decompose the perturbations into scalar, vector and tensor modes under
coordinate transformations of Sn+1: The boundary conditions (2.131) are invariant
under simultaneously taking t !  t; z !  z and have an unbroken symmetry
group SO(n + 1) of Sn; so the only perturbations we need to consider are the
7This gauge choice will be convenient for the near region analysis. We change from transverse
gauge to Schwarzschild gauge by the transformation r ! rn02nrn 1 :
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scalars htt; htz; hzz; hrr; the vector hr; and the tensors h; h

: In fact, it has been
shown [58] that there is a choice of gauge for which the vector perturbations vanish,
hr = 0: We also note that the boundary conditions (2.131) imply a deviation from
the zeroth order solution that is proportional to cos ; so in the linearised theory
we can assume that the perturbations only have this (l = 1) mode turned on, since
equations for dierent modes decouple. It has also been shown [58] that for l = 1
modes, for scalar-derived tensors, we must have
h = h

; (2.134)
which tells us that there is only a longitudinal mode on the sphere. This allows the
perturbations to be reduced to the form
gtt =  1 + n+ 1
n
rn0
rn
+
cos 
R
a(r); (2.135)
gtz =  
p
n+ 1
n

rn0
rn
+
cos 
R
b(r)

; (2.136)
gzz = 1 +
1
n
rn0
rn
+
cos 
R
c(r); (2.137)
grr =

1 +
rn0
rn
 1
1 +
cos 
R
f(r)

; (2.138)
gij = g^ij

1 +
cos 
R
g(r)

: (2.139)
There is remaining coordinate freedom; under
r ! r + (r)r0
R
cos ;  !  + (r)r0
R
sin ; (2.140)
with
0(r) =
(r)
r2

1  rn0
rn
 ; (2.141)
the metric above is unchanged to rst order in 1=R: For the horizon to remain xed
we also require
(r0) = 0: (2.142)
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These coordinate transformations produce shifts in the perturbation variables
a(r)! a(r)  (n+ 1) r
n+1
0
rn+1
(r); (2.143)
b(r)! b(r)  nr
n+1
0
rn+1
(r); (2.144)
c(r)! c(r)  r
n+1
0
rn+1
(r); (2.145)
f(r)! f(r) + r0
0@20(r)  nrn0
rn
(r)
r

1  rn0
rn

1A ; (2.146)
g0(r)! g0(r) + 2r0
r
0@0(r) + rn0
rn
(r)
r

1  rn0
rn

1A : (2.147)
We could, at this stage, x the gauge; however, it is more useful to construct combi-
nations which are invariant under these coordinate transformations and work with
them. Suitable combinations are given by
A(r) = a(r)  (n+ 1)c(r); (2.148)
B(r) = b(r)  nc(r); (2.149)
F (r) = f(r) + 2r0

rn+10
rn+1
c(r)
0
  n
1  rn0
rn
c(r); (2.150)
G0(r) = g0(r) + 2
r0
r

rn+10
rn+1
c(r)
0
+
2
r

1  rn0
rn
c(r): (2.151)
The goal now is to solve Einstein equations for these functions. This can be done
by deriving a master equation for a single gauge invariant variable from which the
rest of the solution can be obtained. We will not consider the derivation here which
is very similar to our analysis for black strings in plane waves in chapter 4 (see [56]
for details). The master equation that results is a fourth order ordinary dierential
equation which can be solved in terms of hypergeometric functions. It is shown that
regular solution exists and is fully specied (up to choice of gauge) by requiring
regularity on the horizon and by the asymptotic boundary conditions. For our
analysis of black strings in chapter 4 the master equation will be a second order
ordinary dierential equation and will have solutions in terms of ordinary functions.
Chapter 3
Asymptotically plane wave
spacetimes and their actions
Our aim in this chapter is to construct an action principle for asymptotically plane
wave spacetimes, in the hope that this will shed light on the issue of holography for
plane waves. Our results may also be useful for other investigations of asymptoti-
cally plane wave spacetimes; for example, these methods can be used to calculate
conserved quantities.
To discuss the action for asymptotically plane wave spacetimes, we rst need a
suitable notion of what it means for a spacetime to be asymptotically plane wave.
In section 3.1, we propose a denition in terms of a set of fall-o conditions on the
metric at large spatial distances in directions orthogonal to the wave. We start by
assuming that the components of the metric with indices along the spatial directions
orthogonal to the wave fall o as O(r2 d), where r is a radial coordinate and d
is the number of spatial directions orthogonal to the wave, corresponding to the
inuence of a localised source being spread over a (d  1)-sphere at large distances1.
We then need to determine the behaviour of the components of the metric with
indices parallel to the wave; we use the linearised equations of motion to relate the
fall-o conditions of dierent components by assuming that all components make
contributions of the same order to each term in the Einstein equations. This xes
1We focus on the case d  3.
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the fall-o of the other components of the metric. We will show that the known
solutions which asymptotically approach a vacuum plane wave [21{23] satisfy our
fall-o conditions.
We only study solutions of the vacuum Einstein equations; it would clearly be
interesting to extend this to include matter and, in particular, to supergravity. We
will see that the black string solution of [25] which asymptotically approaches a
plane wave solution in supergravity does not satisfy our fall-o conditions.
In section 3.2, we show that the denition of the action for vacuum gravity
introduced in [30] can be applied to asymptotically plane wave spacetimes with our
fall-o conditions without signicant modication. We demonstrate that the on-
shell action is nite and that the variational principle is well-dened. This provides
conrmation that this is a useful denition of asymptotically plane wave and provides
another example where the counter-term method of [30] is useful, suggesting that
this approach to dening the gravitational action should have a broad applicability.
3.1 Asymptotically plane wave fall-o conditions
We consider asymptotically plane wave solutions in vacuum gravity. The plane
wave solutions in d + 2-dimensional vacuum gravity can be written in Brinkmann
coordinates as2
ds2(0) =  2dx+dx    IJ(x+)xIxJ
 
dx+
2
+ IJdx
IdxJ ; (3.1)
where I; J = 1; : : : ; d, and IJ(x
+) are arbitrary functions subject only to IJIJ(x
+) =
0, which ensures that the solution satises the vacuum equations of motion. The
coordinates in the plane wave solution split into two coordinates x along the di-
rection of the wave and the spatial coordinates xI in the directions orthogonal to
the wave. In the spatial directions, we will use both Cartesian coordinates xI , and
polar coordinates r; i, i = 1; : : : (d  1):
IJdx
IdxJ = dr2 + r2h^ijd
idj; (3.2)
2In this chapter we use the superscript (0) to denote the plane wave (3.1) and (1) to denote some
perturbation of the wave.
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where h^ij is the metric and 
i are the coordinates on the unit (d  1)-sphere Sd 1.
A general asymptotically plane wave spacetime will have a metric g = g(0)+g(1),
where g(1) will have some suitable fall-o conditions at large distance. We will
focus on studying the fall-o conditions at large radial distance in the directions
orthogonal to the wave. In the spatial direction that the wave is travelling in, we
will consider either perturbations which are independent of x , like the wave itself,
or perturbations which fall o at large x , but we will not explicitly specify the
fall-o conditions in this direction.3
Considering rst metrics which are independent of x , we specify the fall-o
conditions at large r by making two assumptions. First, we assume that the spatial
components (in the above Cartesian coordinate system) g
(1)
IJ  O
 
r2 d

. These
are the same fall-o conditions as for the spatial components of an asymptotically
at metric in d + 1 dimensions. This seems appropriate because we would expect
a perturbation which is independent of x  to correspond to the eect of a source
which is extended along the direction of the wave, but localised in the transverse
spatial directions, so its eect at large r should be diluted by spreading on the Sd 1.
To x the fall-os of g, gI , we make a second assumption, namely that all
components make contributions of the same order to each term in the Einstein
equations.4 This is essentially a genericity assumption, so it should be appropriate
for nding the general fall-o conditions on metric components. In vacuum gravity,
the linearised equations of motion are R
(1)
 = 0, where [53]
R(1) =  
1
2
g(0) 5(0) 5(0) g(1)  
1
2
g(0) 5(0) 5(0) g(1) + g(0) 5(0) 5(0)( g(1)): (3.3)
The idea of our assumption is that the cancellations which give R
(1)
 = 0 should
generically involve all the terms in R
(1)
 . The contribution of g
(1)
IJ to (3.3) gives
R
(1)
IJ  O
 
r d

; R
(1)
+I  O
 
r1 d

; R
(1)
++  O
 
r2 d

: (3.4)
3This is similar to the treatment of linear dilaton spacetimes in [40] where the fall-os in the
directions along the brane were not explicitly treated.
4We will not attempt to fully exploit the information in the asymptotic Einstein equations; we
just use them to determine a set of fall-o conditions. The consistency of our fall-o conditions
with the dynamical equations of motion is demonstrated by verifying that the solutions we consider
in the next subsection satisfy our fall-o conditions.
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Because of the assumption that g
(1)
IJ is constant in x
 , it does not make any contri-
bution to R
(1)
 I ; R
(1)
+  and R
(1)
  . Assuming the other terms in g
(1)
 produce eects at
the same order determines
g
(1)
++  O
 
r4 d

; g
(1)
+   O
 
r2 d

; g
(1)
    O
 
r d

; (3.5)
g
(1)
+I  O
 
r3 d

; g
(1)
 I  O
 
r1 d

: (3.6)
With these fall-os, all terms also give
R
(1)
 I  O
 
r d 1

; R
(1)
+   O
 
r d

; R
(1)
    O
 
r d 2

: (3.7)
The faster fall-o conditions required for metric components with an x  index arise
because g(0)    r2, so terms in a given component of R(1)IJ coming from g(1)   have an
extra factor of r2 compared to terms coming from g
(1)
IJ . Similarly, the less restrictive
conditions on components with an x+ index are due to the vanishing of g(0)++.
If we consider the more general case, allowing the perturbation to depend on
x , there will be additional terms in R(1) involving derivatives @ . These terms will
also come with extra powers of r coming from g(0)  . As a result, if we think of a
general perturbation as composed of a part which is independent of x  and a part
which depends on x , the part which depends on x  will be required to fall o more
quickly than the constant part.5 We nd
@ g
(1)
IJ  O
 
r d

; @ g
(1)
+J  O
 
r1 d

; @ g
(1)
 J  O
 
r d 1

; (3.8)
@ g
(1)
++  O
 
r2 d

; @ g
(1)
+   O
 
r d

; @ g
(1)
    O
 
r d 2

; (3.9)
and
@ @ g
(1)
IJ  O
 
r d 2

; @ @ g
(1)
+J  O
 
r d 1

; @ @ g
(1)
 J  O
 
r d 3

; (3.10)
5Even without this additional factor, the x  dependent parts would be required to fall o faster
than the constant parts. The situation is analogous to the solution for a localised source described
in a cylindrical coordinate system, which involves
1
(r2 + z2)
d 2
2
 1
rd 2
  (d  2)z
2
2rd
+ : : : ;
so the z-dependent term falls o faster than the constant term at large r. The eect of g(0)   is
to make these contributions fall o even more quickly in the plane wave background.
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@ @ g
(1)
++  O
 
r d

; @ @ g
(1)
+   O
 
r d 2

; @ @ g
(1)
    O
 
r d 4

: (3.11)
We take the above constraints on the asymptotic fall-o of the metric to dene a
class of asymptotically plane wave spacetimes.
Not all of these components of the metric carry independent physical information;
by an appropriate dieomorphism, we can set some of the components g
(1)
 to zero
at large distance. In [40], this dieomorphism freedom was xed by choosing a
Gaussian normal gauge in which the components of g
(1)
 with radial indices are set
to zero. In the present case, because the directions x are singled out as special, it
seems more convenient to us to choose a gauge in which
g
(1)
+  = g
(1)
   = g
(1)
 I = 0: (3.12)
Because of the faster fall-o conditions on the x  components, the dieomorphism
which sets these components to zero will not modify the asymptotic fall-o of the
other components.
3.1.1 Comparison to known solutions
There have been a few papers on exact solutions of the Einstein equations which
asymptotically approach a plane wave. These provide a useful check of our analysis;
if we have an appropriate set of fall-o conditions, they should be satised by these
solutions. The rst such solution was constructed in [21, 22], where a Garnkle-
Vachaspati transform was applied to a black string solution with a non-trivial scalar
eld to obtain an asymptotically plane wave black string,
ds2str =  
2
h(r)
dx+dx  +
f(r) + r2(3 cos2    1)
h(r)
(dx+)2 + (k(r)l(r))2(dr2 + r2d
22);
(3.13)
e4 =
k(r)l(r)
h2(r)
; (3.14)
where
f(r) = 1 +
Q1
r
; h(r) = 1 +
Q2
r
; k(r) = 1 +
P1
r
; l(r) = 1 +
P2
r
: (3.15)
The presence of the scalar means that this is not a vacuum solution, but it becomes
a vacuum solution at large r, and it is easy to check that our boundary conditions
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are satised. The solution is independent of x , and it has g(1)+  and g
(1)
IJ going like
O (r 1), g(1)++ going like O (r), with the other components of g(1) vanishing. We have
written the string frame solution above but this statement will be true in either
string or Einstein frame.
This was extended in [23] to construct a pure vacuum solution which is asymp-
totically plane wave, although it is not smooth in the interior:
ds2 =
1
H(r)

 2dx+dx  + f(r)(dx+)2 + H(r)
4
r4H 0(r)2
(dr2 + r2d
22)

; (3.16)
where
f(r) = 1 + lnH(r) + 2(x
+) 2(r)(3 cos
2    1); (3.17)
 2(r) = (3r
2 + 2 + 3r 2)

1 + 2 ln

r   1
r + 1

+ 62(r + r
 1); (3.18)
H(r) =

r   1
r + 1
 2p
3
; (3.19)
and 1, 2 are arbitrary constants and 2(x
+) is an arbitrary function of x+. Again,
it is easy to see that this satises our denition of asymptotically plane wave. The
solution is independent of x , and it has g(1)+  and g
(1)
IJ going like O (r 1), g(1)++ going
like O (r), with the other components of g(1) vanishing.
In [24], a solution was obtained by T-duality from a black hole in a Godel uni-
verse. This solution reduces to a plane wave when the black hole mass parameter is
set to zero, but it is not asymptotically plane wave as it has components g
(1)
IJ going
like O (r0) at large r, so the sphere is deformed asymptotically. Thus, it does not
satisfy our denition but this is unproblematic; we would not regard such a solution
as a candidate for the appellation asymptotically plane wave.
Finally, another solution was obtained in [25] by a sequence of boosts and duali-
ties known as the null Melvin twist. This is a solution in the common Neveu-Schwarz
sector of the ten-dimensional superstring theories, and has
ds2str =  
f(r)(1 + 2r2)
k(r)
dt2   2
2r2f(r)
k(r)
dtdy +

1  
2r2
k(r)

dy2
+
dr2
f(r)
+ r2d
27  
2r4(1  f(r))
4k(r)
2; (3.20)
e =
1p
k(r)
; (3.21)
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and
B =
r2
2k(r)
(f(r)dt+ dy) ^ ; (3.22)
where
f(r) = 1  M
r6
; k(r) = 1 +
2M
r4
; (3.23)
and the one-form  is given in terms of Cartesian coordinates xI by
r2
2
= x1dx2   x2dx1 + x3dx4   x4dx3 + x5dx6   x6dx5 + x7dx8   x8dx7: (3.24)
This solution is not vacuum, even at large distances, but at large r it approaches a
plane wave which [25] call P10, which is the two-form equivalent of an electromagnetic
plane wave. We can then write the metric as g = g(0)+ g(1), where g(0) is the metric
of the pure plane wave P10, which can be obtained by setting M = 0 in the above
solution.
This solution lies outside of the scope of our analysis, since it is not a solu-
tion of the vacuum Einstein equations, even asymptotically. However, we can still
observe that this solution does not satisfy our asymptotic fall-o conditions, as
g
(1)
IJ  O (r 4), so our input assumption that g(1)IJ  O
 
r2 d

is not satised. That
is, the spatial fall-o of the metric is not behaving as we would expect based on a
localised source, which presumably means that there are source terms coming from
the two-form eld B which extend into the asymptotic region, additional to those
associated with the plane wave P10. In addition, the relation between the dierent
coecients is not the same as we had; if we dene x+ = t + y, x  = t   y, we will
have g
(1)
+   O (r 4), but g(1)    O (r 4), and not O (r 6) as we might have expected
from the behaviour of g
(1)
IJ . It is not clear whether we should regard this solution
as asymptotically plane wave or not; it asymptotically approaches the plane wave
metric P10, but more slowly than we would expect. In particular, the slow fall-o
of the spatial components g
(1)
IJ is likely to make it dicult to dene a nite action
principle for such solutions. It would be very interesting to extend our analysis
below to include form elds so that this case could be directly addressed.
We remark here that, although the particular vacuum solutions considered above
satised our boundary conditions so they're not dynamically inconsistent, we will
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see in the next chapter that solutions describing generic sources on plane wave
backgrounds are not asymptotically plane wave.
3.1.2 Conformal structure
We have given a denition of asymptotically plane wave spacetimes above, focusing
on the behaviour of the solution at large r. Our decision to focus on the behaviour at
large r is inspired in part by the previously known exact solutions which approach a
plane wave only at large r, and by our interest in the construction of an appropriate
action principle where it is the boundary at r = constant which is expected to be
problematic.
In special cases, however, we could take a dierent approach and dene asymp-
totically plane wave spacetimes in terms of the existence of a suitable conformal
completion. This would be closer in spirit to the usual treatments of asymptotic
atness. We will not develop this approach here; we simply want to make some
remarks pointing out that it is really quite dierent to the approach we are taking.
In [10], a conformal completion was constructed for the maximally supersym-
metric plane wave for which the metric is
ds2 =  2dx+dx    r2(dx+)2 + dr2 + r2d
27; (3.25)
where d
27 denotes the unit metric on S
7. The conformal completion is obtained
by making a coordinate transformation to rewrite this metric as a conformal factor
times the metric on the Einstein static universe,
ds2 =
1
jei   coseij2 ( d 
2 + d2 + cos2 d2 + sin2 d
27): (3.26)
We thus see that the conformal boundary of this plane wave lies at  = 0,  = , and
is a one-dimensional null line in the Einstein static universe. The explicit coordinate
transformation is
r =
sin
2jei   coseij ; (3.27)
tanx+ =
sin   cos sin 
cos   cos cos  ; (3.28)
x  =
1
2

sin + cos sin 
cos   cos cos    r
2 tanx+

: (3.29)
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The point we want to stress is that when we approach the conformal boundary
 = 0,     = 0 along a generic direction, say  = (   ) for some constant , r
remains nite. In these generic directions, it is x  which diverges. Thus, controlling
the behaviour as r !1 in a spacetime which asymptotically approaches this plane
wave will give little information about whether there exists a conformal completion
with (in some suitable sense) \the same structure" as for the pure plane wave.
Rather, it is the behaviour at large x  that one would have to study in detail to see
if a suitable conformal completion exists.
Thus, the denition of asymptotically plane wave we have introduced is dierent
in character from a denition based on conformal structure. If a denition based
on conformal structure could be developed, it would presumably be suitable for ad-
dressing dierent questions from those which can be addressed with our denition.
We would also remark that the above analysis suggests that the known exact so-
lutions, which have a deformation away from the plane wave which is independent
of x , are unlikely to qualify as asymptotically plane wave with respect to such a
conformal denition of asymptotically plane wave.
3.2 Action for asymptotically plane wave space-
times
We have put forward a denition of asymptotically plane wave spacetimes, using the
linearised equations of motion to relate the fall-o of dierent components. In this
section, we give the main result of this chapter, constructing an appropriate action
principle for this class of spacetimes. We construct our action principle following
Mann and Marolf [30] who recently introduced a new approach to specifying a well-
dened action principle for vacuum gravity for asymptotically at spacetimes.
For the asymptotically at case, the action is [30]
S =   1
16G
Z
M
p gRdDx  1
8G
Z
@M
p hKdD 1x+ 1
8G
Z
@M
p hK^dD 1x;
(3.30)
where g is the determinant of the bulk metric, h is the determinant of the bulk metric
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pulled back to the boundary, R is the Ricci scalar, and K = hK is the trace
of the extrinsic curvature on the boundary. The nal term is a new contribution
introduced to cancel the divergences coming from the Gibbons-Hawking boundary
term. The function K^ is dened implicitly by the solution of 6
R = K^K^   hK^K^; (3.31)
where R is the Ricci tensor of the metric h induced on @M. Thus, this addi-
tional boundary term is determined locally by the induced metric on the boundary in
the spirit of the boundary counterterm approach to constructing actions for asymp-
totically AdS spaces [33]. Alternative actions for asymptotically at spacetimes with
a similar philosophy appeared previously in [34,35]. See also [59] for related work.
To apply this prescription to asymptotically plane wave spacetimes, we rst need
to introduce a cut-o to make the dierent terms in the action nite. We will cut o
the spacetime by introducing a boundary at some large radial distance, r = constant.
Our main focus will be on boundary terms associated with this boundary; as in the
asymptotically at case, there is a divergence associated with the Gibbons-Hawking
boundary term on this surface due to the extrinsic curvature of the sphere, and we
need to introduce an appropriate local boundary term to cancel it.
Although our focus is mainly on the r = constant boundary, to make the space-
time region we consider nite, we also need to introduce some cut-os in the x
directions along the plane wave. The symmetry of the background under trans-
lations in x  makes it natural to introduce cut-os at two constant values of x+,
respecting this symmetry. In the simple case where IJ are constants, which in-
cludes the cases of most interest for holography, there is an additional symmetry
under translations in x+, which suggests it is natural to take the other cut-o to be
at constant values of x , respecting this translation invariance. We will also discuss
the calculation of the action for the general case where IJ(x
+) are not constants
with this same cut-o. We will see that this choice of cut-o can give a satisfactory
construction for an action even for general IJ(x
+), although there are some addi-
tional subtleties associated with the surfaces at constant x . However, one should
6Refer to section 2.2 for a discussion of the origins of this equation.
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bear in mind that there is no a priori justication for this choice of cut-o in the
general case.
The action for the cut-o spacetime should contain a Gibbons-Hawking boundary
term for each of these boundaries. In the case of the surfaces at x+ = constant, there
is a subtlety as they are null surfaces, so the trace of the extrinsic curvature is not
well-dened. However, this issue has been previously considered in [60] where it was
shown that a suitable boundary term on a null boundary x+ = constant is
  1
16G
Z
x+=const
dd+1x@x
+; (3.32)
where  = 1p g@
 
( g) g, with g being the determinant of the metric on the
full spacetime. We will adopt this prescription here. On the boundaries at x  =
constant, we consider just the usual Gibbons-Hawking boundary term.
On the boundary at r = constant, the Gibbons-Hawking boundary term gives
a contribution which will diverge as we remove the cut-o. This divergence is as-
sociated with the intrinsic curvature of the boundary (the background plane wave
spacetime has a at spatial metric in the xi directions, so the intrinsic and extrinsic
curvatures of the r = constant boundary are related), so we can try to cancel this
divergence by adding a Mann-Marolf counterterm contribution to the action on this
boundary.
Thus, the action we consider is
S =   1
16G
Z
M
dd+2x
p gR  1
16G
Z
x+=consts
dd+1x@x
+ (3.33)
  1
8G
Z
x =consts
dd+1x
p
jhjK   1
8G
Z
r=const
dd+1x
p h

K   K^

;
where by the integral over x+ = constants we mean integrals over two surfaces at
dierent values of x+, with opposite orientations for the normal to the surface, and
similarly for the integral over x  = constants.
Let us rst of all consider the value of this action for the plane wave back-
ground (3.1). This is a vacuum solution, so R = 0. On the surface x+ = constant,
@x
+ = + = @g
+ = 0; (3.34)
as g(0)++ = 0 and g(0)+  =  1. So the boundary term at x+ = constant vanishes.
On the surface x  = constant, if IJ are constant, the only non-zero component of
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K is
K+I =
1
2
p
g(0)  
@Ig
(0)
++: (3.35)
Since h(0)+I = 0, this givesK = 0, and the boundary term at x  = constant vanishes
as well.
In the more general case where IJ(x
+) depend on x+, we have
K = K++h
(0)++ =
1
2
p
g(0)  
@+g
(0)
++h
(0)++; (3.36)
and at x  = constant, h(0)++ = 1=h(0)++ =  1=(IJ(x+)xIxJ). Hence, this K 
O(r 1), and the contribution to the action is
S  =   1
8G
Z
x =const
K
p
jhjdx+ddxI  O(rd); (3.37)
so this boundary will make a divergent contribution to the action as we remove the
cut-o at large r. However, in the full action, there are two boundaries at constant
x  (at say x  = x 0 ), and they contribute with opposite signs because of the
opposite orientations of the outward normals, so this term will cancel between the
two boundaries, making no contribution to the total action.
Finally, the boundary at r = constant is what we want to focus on, so let us be
more explicit and set up the notation we will use later. We dene coordinates on
the boundary x = fx ; x+; ig, so the boundary metric is
h =
0BBB@
0  1 ~0
 1  IJxIxJ ~0
~0 ~0 r2h^ij
1CCCA ; (3.38)
with determinant h =  r2d 2h^, where h^ is the determinant of the unit metric on
Sd 1. The normal vector to the boundary is n = r . The non-zero components of
the extrinsic curvature are
Kij = rh^ij; K++ =  IJx
IxJ
r
; (3.39)
so K = d 1
r
. The Ricci tensor on the boundary is
R =
0BBB@
0 0 ~0
0 R++ ~0
~0 ~0 (d  2) h^ij
1CCCA : (3.40)
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Solving (3.31) for K^, we nd that the non-zero components are K^ij = rh^ij and
K^++ =
rR++
d 1 ; and so K^ =
d 1
r
. Thus K   K^ = 0, hence there is no contribution to
the action from the r = constant surface.
Thus, we nd that the on-shell action for the pure plane wave is zero. Note
that the action vanishes for any plane wave solution, independent of the values of
IJ(x
+).
3.2.1 Finiteness of the action
Next, we consider an arbitrary asymptotically plane wave solution satisfying our
asymptotic fall-o conditions, and show that the action of the solution will be nite.
Since the metric g is still a solution of the vacuum equations, R = 0, the bulk term
still makes no contribution to the action. For the boundaries at constant x+, as in
the pure plane wave,
S+ =   1
16G
Z
x+=const
dx 
 
dxI
d
@g
(1)+: (3.41)
In the gauge we have chosen, g++ = 0, g+  = 1, and g+I = 0, so this term still
vanishes.
For the boundaries at constant x , the contributions to the extrinsic curvature
at linear order in the departure of the metric from the plane wave are
K = K
(0)
++h
(1)++ +K
(0)
+Ih
(1)+I +K
(1)
++h
(0)++ +K
(1)
IJ h
(0)IJ : (3.42)
On these boundaries, we have h(1)++  O(r d), h(1)+I  O(r1 d), and
K
(1)
++ =  
1
2
g(0)+ p
g(0)  
@+g
(1)
++  
1
2
g(0)+ g(1)  
(g(0)  )3=2
@+g
(0)
++ +
1
2
p
g(0)  @ g
(1)
++; (3.43)
K
(1)
IJ =  
1
2
g(0)+ p
g(0)  

@Jg
(1)
I+ + @Ig
(1)
J+   @+g(1)IJ

+
1
2
p
g(0)  @ g
(1)
IJ : (3.44)
Thus, the terms which are independent of x  will give a contribution to K 
O(r1 d). This will make a divergent contribution to the integral over a single
boundary, S   O(r2). However, as in the action for the pure plane wave, this
divergence cancels between the two boundaries so, for asymptotically plane wave
solutions which are independent of x , the contribution to the action from these
boundaries vanishes.
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We require that any terms depending on x  fall o at large x . This implies, in
particular, that there cannot be any linear dependence on x  near these boundaries,
so the part of the components g
(1)
 involving x  will fall o faster than the part that
is independent of x  by a factor of 1=r4. The contribution of the x -dependent
part of g
(1)
 to the terms in K that do not involve explicit derivatives @  will then
be O(r d 3). Thus, the contribution to the action from this part of K is nite and
will go to zero as we take the cut-o in x  to innity. There are terms in K(1)++ and
K
(1)
IJ which involve explicit derivatives @ ; these make a contribution K  O(r d 1),
giving a contribution to the integral S  which is logarithmically divergent at large
r. However, this contribution comes with some negative power of x , so if we take
the boundaries at constant x  to innity at the same time as we take the boundary
at large r to innity, this contribution will go to zero. This dependence on the order
of limits is not entirely satisfactory but it allows us to dene a nite action. It does
not seem to conceal any particularly interesting deeper issues.
Finally, we consider the boundary at r = constant, for which the analysis will
be similar to the asymptotically at case considered in 2.2. We can write the linear
order contribution to the boundary term in our gauge as
K(1)   K^(1) = K(1)h(0)   K^(1)h(0): (3.45)
As
p h  O(rd 1), we need K(1)  K^(1)  O(r1 d) to have a nite action. For the
term involving the extrinsic curvature,
K
(1)
 = g
(1)rrK
(0)
  
1
2

g
(1)
r; + g
(1)
r;   g(1);r

; (3.46)
and substituting for g
(1)
 it is easy to show that this term is O(r1 d).
As before, to evaluate K^
(1)
 , we linearise (3.31) to give
R(1) = K^(1) L(0) +

K^
(0)
K^
(0)
   K^(0) K^(0)

h(1); (3.47)
where
L
(0)
 = h
K^ +
1
2



K^ + 



K^

  1
2

K^

 + 

K^

 + 

K^

 + 

K^



:
(3.48)
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Inverting this will give us an expression for K^
(1)
 ,
h(0)K^
(1)
 =M
(0)

R(1)  

K^
(0)
K^
(0)
   K^(0) K^(0)

h(1)

; (3.49)
where M = h (L 1). Recall that the non-zero components in K^
(0)
 are K^
(0)
++
and K^
(0)
ij , and note that in our gauge h
(1)++ = 0 on the r = constant boundary. We
thus have
h(0)K^
(1)
 =M
(0)R(1)  M (0)ij(K^(0)ij K^(0)mn   K^(0)imK^(0)jn )h(1)mn: (3.50)
A lengthy explicit calculation gives that the only non-zero components ofM (0) are
M (0)+   O(r); M (0)    O(r2); M (0)ij = 1
2(d  2)r h^
ij =
r
2(d  2)h
ij: (3.51)
For the second term in (3.50), we have K^
(0)
ij  O(r), and h(1)mn  O(r d), so this
term is O(r1 d). For the rst term, we express R(1) by the analogue of (3.3),
R(1) =  
1
2
h(0)D(0) D
(0)
 h
(1)
  
1
2
h(0)D(0) D
(0)
 h
(1)
 + h
(0)D(0) D
(0)
( h
(1)
); (3.52)
where D is the covariant derivative compatible with h. Using this expression we
can see that R(1)+   O(r d), R(1)    O(r d 2), and R(1)ij  O(r2 d), so the rst
term also makes a nite contribution (in addition, many of these terms will actually
be total derivatives, which make no contribution to the action).
Thus, we conclude that the on-shell action is nite for the asymptotically plane
wave spacetimes.
3.2.2 Variations of the action
In addition to being nite on-shell, we would like to see that S = 0 for arbitrary
variations about a solution of the equations of motion. The variation of the usual
Einstein-Hilbert plus Gibbons-Hawking action would give a boundary term
SEH+GH =   1
16G
Z
dd+1x
p hh; (3.53)
where  = K hK. On the boundaries at x+ = constant and x  = constant,
we have just this term. Therefore if we require h = 0 on these boundaries,
they will make no contribution to the variation of the action. This is a reasonable
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boundary condition if we think of these as xed cut-os; that is, if we keep the
coordinate position of the cut-o xed as we vary the metric and do not intend to
eventually send the cut-o to innity. This is certainly an appropriate approach
for the x+ = constant boundary. In some cases, however, it is more appropriate to
eventually remove the cut-o on x . For this purpose, we could imagine relaxing
this condition to require only that h decays as we go to large x
 . Since the
background metric is independent of x , any h which goes to zero at large x 
will produce a contribution to S which vanishes as we remove the cut-o on x .
Thus, there is no problem with the variation of the action involving these boundaries.
We turn to the contribution to the variation of the action from the boundary
at r = constant, where we only want to require that the variation h falls o
as quickly as g
(1)
 . On the r = constant boundary, we have the above boundary
contribution from the Einstein-Hilbert plus Gibbons-Hawking action and we have
the contribution coming from the variation of the new boundary term,
SMM =
1
8G
Z
dd+1x
p h

 1
2
K^hh + K^h
 + hK^

: (3.54)
To determine hK^, we need to use the analogue of (3.47) for variations to write
hK^ =M


R  

K^K^   K^K^

h

; (3.55)
where R is given in terms of h by
R =  1
2
hDDh   1
2
hDDh + h
DD(h): (3.56)
The variation can be taken to respect our choice of gauge, so h  = 0. Thus, we
only need to consider the variations h++, h+i and hij.
Let us rst consider just h++ non-zero. The term in SEH+GH involving h++
is trivially zero, as ++ = 0 with our choice of gauge. For the new boundary term,
SMM =
1
8G
Z
dd+1x
p h

K^++h++ + h
K^

: (3.57)
This expression involves the full metric of the asymptotically plane wave solution we
are considering. For each term, we will explicitly calculate the result for the leading
non-zero contribution (coming from either g(0) or g(1)). Higher-order terms are
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suppressed, so if the rst term gives zero contribution to the variation of the action,
we do not need to consider higher orders. In the rst term in (3.57), solving for
K^(1)++ using (3.47) gives K^(1)++  O(r d 1), and h++  O(r4 d), so K^++h++ 
O(r3 2d), and the rst term in the integral is O(r2 d), which vanishes for d  3.
For the second term, we use (3.55), where there will be a zeroth-order contribution
to the rst term and a rst-order contribution to the second term. From (3.56),
we nd that h++ gives only R++, R+  and R+i non-zero. Using our previous
calculation of the components M (0), we then have
hK^ =M
(0)+ R(0)+   M (0)abK^(0)ab K^(1)++h++: (3.58)
Now R(0)+  =  12h(0)+ @ @ h++  O(r d), so the rst term is O(r1 d). Together
with the factor of
p h in the integral, this would give a nite contribution to
the variation. However, this leading-order term is a total derivative because h
(0)
 is
independent of x , so it makes no contribution. Higher-order contributions from
this term would not be a total derivative, but they are suppressed by further powers
of r so their contribution to the action vanishes in the large r limit. The second
term is of the same form as the contribution considered above, giving a contribution
hK^  O(r3 2d). Thus all the terms coming from h++ vanish in the large r
limit.
We now evaluate terms involving hi+. We nd
SEH+GH =   1
16G
Z
dd+1x
p hi+hi+: (3.59)
At linear order, i+  hij@ hjr  O(r d 1), and hi+  O(r4 d), so this term is
vanishing for d  3. For the new boundary term,
SMM =
1
8G
Z
dd+1x
p h

K^i+hi+ + h
K^

; (3.60)
and (3.47) gives K^(1)i+  O(r d 1), so the rst term also vanishes for d  3. In
the second term, having just hi+ gives us all components of R except R  
non-zero. Using (3.55) and our previous calculation of the components M (0), we
then have
hK^ =M
(0)+ R(0)+  +M (0)ijR(0)ij  M (0)ijK^(0)ij K^(1)m+hm+: (3.61)
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We have R(0)+  = 12h(0)mjD(0)j @ h+m  O(r d), and R(0)ij = 12h(0)+ @ D(0)j hi+ 
O(r2 d). Thus, both of the rst two terms in hK^ would make nite contri-
butions to the variation of the action. However, as they involve @ , they are total
derivatives so they actually make zero contribution. As in the previous case, when
we analysed terms involving h++, higher-order contributions from this term would
not be a total derivative, but they are suppressed by further powers of r so their
contribution to the action vanishes in the large r limit. The nal term in hK^
is of the same form as the contribution to the variation coming from K^i+hi+, so
it goes like O(r3 2d), and all the terms in the variation of the action coming from
hi+ vanish in the large r limit.
Finally, we consider terms involving hij. We nd
SEH+GH =   1
16G
Z
dd+1x
p hijhij; (3.62)
and since ij  O(r 3) and hij  O(r4 d), this gives an r0 term which does not
vanish in the large r limit. This term needs to be cancelled by a corresponding term
coming from SMM . The latter is
SMM =
1
8G
Z
dd+1x
p h

 1
2
K^hh + K^h
 + hK^

=
1
8G
Z
dd+1x
p h

1
2
^ijhij +
1
2
K^ijhij + h
K^

; (3.63)
where ^ij = K^ij   hijK^. To zeroth order, ^(0)ij = (0)ij, so the rst term in (3.63)
cancels the non-zero contribution from (3.62). However, the second term in (3.63)
also has a non-zero leading order part so we need to see that this can be cancelled
by a contribution from the nal term. Considering the variation hij,
hK^ = M
(0)+ R(0)+  +M (0)  R(0)   +M (0)ijR(0)ij (3.64)
 M (0)ij

K^
(0)
ij K^
(0)
mn   K^(0)im K^(0)jn

hmn:
The terms involving R give nite contributions which are total derivatives, as
before. For the rst two terms,
R(0)+  = h(0)ijD(0)+ @ hij  O(r d); R(0)   = h(0)ij@ @ hij  O(r2 d); (3.65)
and these are total derivatives because h
(0)
 is independent of x
 . For the other term,
R(0)ij  O(r2 d) involves covariant derivatives with respect to the unit metric on
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Sd 1, h^ij, and this term is a total derivative because the only i dependence in the
terms multiplying R(0)ij is through the covariantly constant metric h^ij. As in the
previous two cases, higher-order contributions from these terms would not be total
derivatives, but they are suppressed by further powers of r, so their contribution to
the action vanishes in the large r limit. We are then left with evaluating the last
term in (3.64). Using K^
(0)
ij = rh^ij and M
(0)ij = 1
2(d 2)r h^
ij,
hK^ !  M (0)ij

K^
(0)
ij K^
(0)
mn   K^(0)im K^(0)jn

hmn =  1
2
rh^ijhij =  1
2
K^(0)ijhij:
(3.66)
This will cancel with the leading order part of the second term in (3.63), leaving us
with no nite contributions to the variation of the action in the large r limit. Thus,
this action gives a well-dened variational principle for our class of asymptotically
plane wave spacetimes. Notice that this computation worked in a very similar way
to the asymptotically at case, reviewed in chapter 2.
In this chapter, we have given a denition of asymptotically plane wave space-
times which is consistent with the known exact solutions. Using this denition, we
then constructed a well-behaved action principle for asymptotically plane wave so-
lutions. We discuss the interpretation of these results in chapter 5. In the following
chapter we consider the construction of black holes and black strings in plane wave
spacetimes.
Chapter 4
Black holes and black strings in
plane waves
From the point of view of holography, it is clearly interesting to construct asymptot-
ically plane wave black holes and black strings and look for interpretations of these
spacetimes in eld theory terms. Some exact solutions describing black strings in
plane wave backgrounds have been obtained by applying solution-generating trans-
formations [21{25]. A review of this work and the structure of horizons and plane
waves can be found in [26]. However, such methods are available only in special
cases and a solution describing the simplest situation, a regular black hole or black
string in a vacuum plane wave background, has not been obtained by these methods.
Constructing solutions by directly solving the equations of motion is challenging.
In this chapter, we adopt the method of matched asymptotic expansions to nd
approximate stationary solutions when the horizon size r+ of the black hole or black
string is small compared to the curvature scale  1 of the plane wave. This gives a
separation of scales which can be exploited to solve the equations of motion in the
linearised approximation in separate regions, matching the solutions in an overlap
region. Such methods have been successfully applied to the construction of caged
black holes in Kaluza-Klein theory [58] and to construct black ring solutions in
more than ve spacetime dimensions [56] and in anti-de Sitter space [61]. These
ideas have been further developed in [51,52] as reviewed in chapter 2, where general
extended black objects wrapping a submanifold in an arbitrary spacetime have been
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considered at leading order in the region far from the black object.
We proceed in a similar way to these previous examples, rst nding the met-
ric far from the source (for r  r+) by studying the linearised approximation to
gravity with an appropriate delta-function source. The wave equation in the plane
wave background is rather complicated, so we focus on solving this problem in an
intermediate region r+  r   1 where the deviations from at space due to both
the source and the plane wave are small.
Solving the equation in this regime, we nd that simple dimensional analysis in-
dicates that the solutions will violate the asymptotic boundary conditions proposed
in the previous chapter as a denition of asymptotically plane wave spacetimes. In
fact, the perturbation due to the delta-function source becomes large relative to the
background metric at large distances. An explicit analysis in four and ve dimen-
sions shows that the terms violating these boundary conditions are indeed non-zero.
Thus, these solutions appear not to be asymptotically plane wave; we will refer to
them as black holes or black strings in plane wave backgrounds. The fact that the
linearised solutions for a delta-function source violate the asymptotic boundary con-
ditions suggests that as in AdS2 [62] and the Kerr/CFT correspondence [63{65], the
space of asymptotically plane wave spacetimes may be highly restricted.
We then obtain the near horizon metric in the region r   1 by solving the
linearised Einstein equations on the background of the black object, treating the
plane wave as a perturbation. For a black hole, we nd that there is no linearised
solution which is regular on the horizon. For the black string, we obtain a regular
solution in the near region, and verify that it matches on to the solution in the
intermediate region.
When solving the equations, we focus on vacuum plane waves in the lowest
possible dimension, for simplicity, but the method of matched asymptotic expansion
is more general and a similar analysis could be applied to construct black string
solutions in any plane wave background of interest in arbitrary dimensions. We will
remark on the extension to other waves and higher dimensions at appropriate points
in the calculation. The calculation in the region r  r+ is described in section 4.1,
and the calculation in the region r   1 is described in section 4.2.
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4.1 Linearised solutions on a plane wave back-
ground
We want to construct solutions corresponding to a black hole or black string of
radius r+ in a general vacuum plane wave background in D = d+ 2 dimensions
ds2 =  dt2 + dz2   IJ(t+ z)xIxJ(dt+ dz)2 + IJdxIdxJ ; (4.1)
where xI , I = 1; : : : d are Cartesian coordinates on the transverse space. We will
work in the parameter range r+   1, where we take the matrix IJ(t + z) char-
acterising the wave to have a single characteristic scale  for simplicity. The black
object can then be treated as a small perturbation of the plane wave background for
r  r+. In this region of the spacetime, the problem of constructing a black hole or
black string solution thus reduces to solving the linearised Einstein equations for a
suitable source T . In transverse gauge, the linearised equations are
1
2h =  16GT : (4.2)
For a pointlike source, the relevant stress tensor is simply T =MVV(x
 x()),
where x() is the particle's trajectory, V  = dx=d is the tangent to this trajectory,
and M is the proper mass. For a black string solution, the stress tensor can be
determined by linearising the vacuum black string solution in d+ 2 dimensions,
ds2 =  

1  r
d 2
+
rd 2

dt2 + dz2 +

1  r
d 2
+
rd 2
 1
dr2 + r2d
2d 1; (4.3)
which gives the stress tensor in these coordinates as
Ttt =
(d  1)rd 2+
16G
d(r); Tzz =   r
d 2
+
16G
d(r): (4.4)
The source is xed to follow some appropriate trajectory in the plane wave
background. For a pointlike source, the appropriate trajectory is a timelike geodesic
of the background spacetime. To obtain a stationary black hole solution, we should
require this geodesic to be the orbit of a timelike Killing vector in the spacetime.
1Note that, in our actual calculations we will not assume the transverse traceless gauge as it is
more convenient to use the gauge freedom to x particular components of the perturbation.
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This forces us to restrict to plane waves with a constant matrix IJ(t+ z) = IJ , so
that the solution has a timelike Killing vector, and to consider the geodesic z = 0,2
xI = 0, which is the unique geodesic trajectory which is also an orbit of the Killing
vector. The appropriate source is then Ttt =M(z)
d(xI), and the size of the black
hole is rd 1+ /M .
For the black string, as reviewed in chapter 2, the equation of motion for a probe
string is [57]
K  T
 = 0; (4.5)
where K  is dened in (2.81) and T is the stress tensor of the source. We
will consider embedding the black string along the submanifold xI = 0, which has
K  = 0. As a result, there is no constraint on the form of the stress tensor. As
for the black hole, we need to restrict to constant IJ(t + z) = IJ so that this
submanifold is an orbit of the spacetime isometries, so that we can expect to obtain
a stationary uniform black string solution. We can then use boosts in the t   z
plane to choose the black string solution to be in its rest frame, setting Ttz = 0,
without loss of generality. The appropriate source is thus (4.4). We want to nd a
uniform black string solution, so the components of the stress tensor are assumed
to be constants along the worldvolume. The blackfold equations of [52] are hence
trivially satised.
In each case, the problem thus reduces in principle to solving (4.2) on the plane
wave background for an appropriate source. However, we do not have the Green's
function for this dierential equation in closed form, so we will content ourselves
with studying this problem in the intermediate region r+  r   1, where we
can treat the plane wave itself as a small perturbation of at space, and obtain the
solution of (4.2) order by order in 2r2.
4.1.1 Dimensional analysis
We rst discuss the perturbation in general dimensions using a simple dimensional
analysis argument. For the case of a point source, we nd it convenient to rewrite
2We can make this choice without loss of generality by translation invariance in z.
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the metric in spherical polar coordinates, introducing a radial coordinate
r2 = z2 + IJx
IxJ ; (4.6)
and dening coordinates i on the Sd at constant r. As in [66], we use a; b to denote
coordinates on the two dimensional space spanned by r; t. By dimensional analysis,
the form of the perturbation to rst order in M and in 2 will be
hab =
M
rD 3
h
(0)
ab +
M2
rD 5
h
(1)
ab (
i);
hai =
M
rD 4
h
(0)
ai +
M2
rD 6
h
(1)
ai (
i); (4.7)
hij =
M
rD 5
h
(0)
ij +
M2
rD 7
h
(1)
ij (
i);
where h
(0)
 and h
(1)
 are dimensionless functions3 depending only on the angles i.
In fact, since the spherical symmetry is only broken by the plane wave, h
(0)
ab are
constants, and the component on the sphere h
(0)
ij will be proportional to the metric
on the sphere ij. We will always work in a gauge where h
(0)
ij vanishes. Each addition
of an i index raises the power of r by one because the coordinates on the sphere are
written in terms of dimensionless angles.
This simple dimensional analysis already indicates a signicant issue: this per-
turbation does not satisfy the boundary conditions introduced in chapter 3. There,
it was assumed that components of the perturbation in the directions transverse to
the wave would fall o at least as 1=rD 4 (corresponding to hij / 1=rD 6, because
of the extra factors of r from writing the perturbation in polar coordinates), char-
acteristic of a localised source in a at spacetime. However, we nd that the term
resulting from the interaction with the wave must grow more quickly than this on
dimensional grounds. When we think of the plane wave as a perturbation around at
space, the plane wave background introduces corrections which grow more quickly
with r than the original leading-order response.
Similarly, when we consider a black string source, it is convenient to write the
metric in the directions transverse to the wave in polar coordinates, introducing a
3Note that, in chapter 3, g(0) denoted the zeroth order part of the metric, and g(1) denoted the
perturbation. In this section, h(0) and h(1) denote the part of the perturbation of zeroth order and
rst order in 2 respectively.
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radial coordinate
r2 = IJx
IxJ ; (4.8)
and introducing coordinates i on the Sd 1 at constant r; z. In the string source
case, a; b will denote coordinates in the three dimensional space spanned by t; r; z.
Then, to leading order in r+ and 
2, the perturbation sourced by a black string will
have the form
hab =
rD 4+
rD 4
h
(0)
ab +
rD 4+ 
2
rD 6
h
(1)
ab (
i);
hai =
rD 4+
rD 5
h
(0)
ai +
rD 4+ 
2
rD 7
h
(1)
ai (
i); (4.9)
hij =
rD 4+
rD 6
h
(0)
ij +
rD 4+ 
2
rD 8
h
(1)
ij (
i);
where h
(0)
ab are constants and h
(1)
 are functions of the coordinates i on the sphere
only. Thus, as in the black hole case, the perturbation does not satisfy the boundary
conditions introduced in chapter 3.
This is a signicant issue because at least in low spacetime dimensions, the
resulting perturbation actually grows more quickly with r than the background
metric. In D = 4 for the black hole and D = 5 for the black string, the perturbation
of the angular metric hij has a contribution that goes like r+
2r3, which is growing
faster than the background metric on the sphere which goes like r2. Furthermore,
what we have discussed so far is just the leading order correction in 2. Higher order
terms in 2 will come with additional powers of r. One might hope that when the
problem is solved to all orders in 2, the resulting behaviour could be under better
control, but it is hard to see how such a cancellation between dierent orders could
be arranged. We will see later, in a particular example, that this does not occur.
Thus, we are faced with the odd situation that the linearised eld of a point
source may become more important than the background, signalling a breakdown of
the linearised approximation far from the source itself. Thus, the solutions we con-
struct should not be thought of as \asymptotically plane wave" black holes/strings,
as the metric in the asymptotic regime is not close to the original plane wave met-
ric. As a result, the analysis of chapter 3 will not apply to these spacetimes and,
in particular, we do not expect that they will have nite action with respect to the
action principle discussed there.
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One might hope that the terms which violate those boundary conditions which
are allowed by dimensional analysis may actually vanish. This hope would be encour-
aged by the fact that the specic examples of plane wave black strings constructed
in [21{23] satised the asymptotic boundary conditions of chapter 3. However, the
examples of [21{23] are special cases in that they are constructed by the Garnkle-
Vachaspati solution-generating transformation [67] and, by construction, can only
dier from the seed solution in the metric components along the null direction. By
contrast, the solution constructed in [25], which was obtained by a dierent method,
has precisely the kinds of corrections that are predicted by this dimensional analysis
argument.
In the next two subsections, we will consider the solution of the linearised equa-
tions of motion for the perturbation in detail for the lowest possible dimension for
black hole and black string sources, and see in these particular examples that the
terms which violate our asymptotic boundary conditions do indeed appear. Thus,
the approximate solutions we obtain for black holes and black strings in plane wave
backgrounds are not asymptotically plane wave in the sense dened in chapter 3.
Given the above dimensional analysis arguments and the results below, it seems rea-
sonable to expect that this is the generic case, so that the space of asymptotically
plane wave solutions is very limited. We will comment on this in chapter 5.
4.1.2 Black hole
Let us consider the perturbation sourced by a point source in the lowest possible
dimension, D = 4, in detail. By a choice of coordinates, the most general four
dimensional plane wave can be written as
ds2wave =  dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2   2(x2   y2)(dt+ dz)2: (4.10)
We rewrite this in spherical polars by dening
z = r cos ; x = r sin  cos; y = r sin  sin; (4.11)
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so
ds2wave =  dt2 + dr2 + r2(d2 + sin2 d2) (4.12)
 2r2 sin2 (cos2   sin2 )(dt+ cos dr   r sin d)2:
As in the previous subsection, we can use dimensional analysis to x the de-
pendence of the perturbation on r. We can, in fact, determine the perturbation
to zeroth order in 2 by simply linearising the Schwarzschild solution, which gives
htt = hrr =
2M
r
. This satises the linearised equations of motion for a delta-function
point source, but not in the transverse traceless gauge which was assumed in writing
(4.2). In what follows, we will not assume the transverse traceless gauge as it is more
convenient to use the gauge freedom to x some components of the perturbation.
For the terms of rst order in 2, we can use the freedom to choose a gauge
for the perturbation to set h
(1)
a and h
(1)
 to zero. Note that we have four gauge
degrees of freedom but have only eliminated three components, hence we have one
remaining degree of freedom which we will use later. We then make an ansatz for
the  dependence of the perturbation, and write our perturbation as
hab =
M
r
h
(0)
ab +M
2r(cos2   sin2 )h(1)ab ();
ha = M
2r2(cos2   sin2 )h(1)a (); (4.13)
hij = M
2r3(cos2   sin2 )h(1)ij ();
where the non-zero components of h
(0)
ab are h
(0)
tt = 2; h
(0)
rr = 2, and the non-zero
components of h
(1)
 () are h
(1)
tt (), h
(1)
tr (), h
(1)
t (), h
(1)
rr (), h
(1)
r (), h
(1)
 () and h
(1)
().
We now want to substitute this ansatz into the linearised Einstein equations and
solve for the undetermined functions h
(1)
 (), requiring regularity on the sphere. In
an arbitrary gauge, the linearised Einstein equations for r 6= 0 are
R(1) =
1
2
g(rrh +rrh  rrh  rrh) = 0: (4.14)
Substituting our ansatz, these equations become (where primes denote derivatives
with respect to )
  sin2 h(1)00tt ()  sin  cos h(1)0tt () + 2(cos2  + 1)h(1)tt () (4.15)
 6 cos6    2 cos4  + 22 cos2    14 = 0;
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  sin2 h(1)00tr ()  sin  cos h(1)0tr () + 2 sin2 h(1)0t () + 4h(1)t () (4.16)
+2 sin  cos h
(1)
t ()  8 cos5  + 16 cos3    8 cos  = 0;
  sin2 h(1)00rr ()  sin  cos h(1)0rr () + 4 sin2 h(1)0r () + 2(3  cos2 )h(1)rr () (4.17)
 2 sin2 h(1) ()  2 sin2 h(1)() + 10 cos6    26 cos4  + 22 cos2    6 = 0;
sin2 h(1)0rr ()  sin2 h(1)0 ()  sin  cos h(1)() + sin  cos h(1) () (4.18)
+2(cos2  + 1)h
(1)
r ()  4 sin (cos5    2 cos3  + cos ) = 0;
sin2 h
(1)0
tr () + 2(cos
2  + 1)h
(1)
t () + 2 sin (cos
4    4 cos2  + 3) = 0; (4.19)
h
(1)0
r ()  cot h(1)r ()  h(1) () + h(1)rr ()  cos4  + 2 cos2    1 = 0; (4.20)
h
(1)0
t ()  cot h(1)t () + h(1)tr () + 2 cos (1  cos2 ) = 0; (4.21)
  sin (h(1)0rr () h(1)0tt ())+cos (h(1)rr () h(1)tt ())+2 sin h(1)r ()+2 cos (cos4  1) = 0;
(4.22)
  sin2 h(1)00 () + sin2 h(1)00tt () + sin  cos (h(1)0 ()  2h(1)0 ())
  sin2 h(1)00rr () + 6 sin2 h(1)0r ()  5 sin2 h(1) () + 3 sin2 h(1)rr () (4.23)
  sin2 h(1)() + sin2 h(1)tt () + 2 cos2 (cos4  + 3 cos2    5) + 2 = 0;
sin2 h
(1)00
 () + sin  cos (h
(1)0
rr ()  h(1)0tt () + 2h(1)0 ()  h(1)0 ())
+ cos2 (3h(1)rr ()  3h(1) () + h(1)tt ())  2 sin2 h(1)0r () + 3 sin2 h(1)() (4.24)
 7h(1)rr () + 3h(1)tt () + 2 cos2 (3 cos4    7 cos2  + 9)  10 = 0:
We have a system of ten equations in seven unknown functions (in fact, there will be
only six unknown functions once we have made use of the one remaining degree of
gauge freedom) so it seems that our system is over-constrained. We nd, however,
that there are only six independent equations and, hence, that our system is in fact
well-dened. It is convenient to subtract a multiple of (4.20) from (4.17) to simplify
it to
  sin2 h(1)00rr ()  sin  cos h(1)0rr () + 2(1 + cos2 )h(1)rr () + 8 sin  cos h(1)r ()(4.25)
+2 sin2 h
(1)
 ()  2 sin2 h(1)() + 10 cos2    14 cos4  + 6 cos6    2 = 0:
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By using combinations of (4.20), (4.22), (4.25) and their derivatives it is possible to
reduce (4.15) to an algebraic equation
2 sin  cos h
(1)
r () + 2 sin
2 h
(1)
() + 3h
(1)
tt ()  5h(1)rr () (4.26)
+2 cos2 h(1)rr () + 2(  cos6  + 4 cos4  + cos2    4) = 0:
We nd we can write (4.16), (4.18), (4.23) and (4.24) as linear combinations of
(4.19), (4.20), (4.21), (4.22), (4.25) and (4.26) and hence that these equations are
not independent. We now see that a convenient choice of gauge is one in which
h
(1)
r () = 0:
It is also useful to dene new functions
ctt() = h
(1)
tt ()  h(1)rr () (4.27)
c() = h
(1)
()  h(1)rr () (4.28)
c() = h
(1)
 ()  h(1)rr (): (4.29)
We can now solve (4.22) for ctt(); (4.26) for c(); and (4.20) for c(). We nd
the regular solutions are
ctt() = 4 sin
2    2
3
sin4 ; (4.30)
c() =   sin4 ; (4.31)
c() =   sin4 : (4.32)
Equations (4.21) and (4.19) are a set of coupled rst order equations in two variables.
We can therefore reduce this set to a single second order equation in one variable.
We nd the regular solutions of this system are
h
(1)
tr () = 2 sin
2  cos ; (4.33)
h
(1)
t () =  2 sin3 : (4.34)
Finally we solve (4.25) for h
(1)
rr (): The regular solution is
h(1)rr () =
1
3
sin4 : (4.35)
Using (4.27), (4.28) and (4.29) we now also have solutions for h
(1)
tt (); h
(1)
() and
h
(1)
 ():
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Thus, in this gauge, the solution which is regular on the sphere is
hdx
dx =
2M
r
dt2 +
2M
r
dr2 +M2r sin2 (cos2   sin2 )
(4  1
3
sin2 )dt2 + 4 cos dtdr   4r sin dtd (4.36)
+
1
3
sin2 dr2   2
3
r2 sin2 (d2 + sin2 d2)

:
We note that, as stated earlier, the regular solution for the terms of rst order in
2 has non-zero components on the sphere which grow faster than the background
metric on the sphere. These solutions are hence not asymptotically plane wave.
While this leading order term would not grow faster than the background metric in
higher dimensions, higher order terms in 2 will, in principle, do so.
4.1.3 Black string
We now consider the perturbation for a black string source in the lowest possible
dimension, which isD = 5 for the black string. The most general plane wave solution
in ve dimensions is
ds2wave =  dt2+dx2+dy2+dz2+dw2 2((x2+y2 2w2)+(x2  y2))(dt+dz)2;
(4.37)
note that there is a two-parameter family of plane wave solutions here. We rewrite
this in spherical polars in the directions transverse to the wave by writing
x = r sin  cos; y = r sin  sin; w = r cos ; (4.38)
so
ds2wave =  dt2 + dz2 + dr2 + r2(d2 + sin2 d2) (4.39)
 2(r2(1  3 cos2 ) + r2 sin2 (cos2   sin2 ))(dt+ dz)2:
As in the previous subsection, we can determine the perturbation to zeroth order
in 2 by simply linearising the Schwarzschild black string solution (4.3), which gives
htt = hrr =
2M
r
. We will again nd it convenient to x the gauge by choosing some
components of the perturbation to vanish at each order in 2. We note that the
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background has an invariance under t!  t, z !  z and a translational invariance
in t and z which is not broken by the source, so the ht, hz components for  6= t; z
will automatically vanish.
At rst order in 2, we can treat the two dierent components of the plane wave
separately. We rst consider the rst-order terms in the perturbation associated to
. Let us therefore set  = 1 and  = 0 in the plane wave background (4.37). There
is then a translation invariance in  and a symmetry under  !  , which imply
that h vanish for  6= . We will make a choice of gauge to set h(1)rr and h(1)r to
zero. This gauge choice proves to be convenient for comparing to the solution in the
near region to be obtained later. The form of the perturbation is then
hab =
M
r
h
(0)
ab +M
2rh
(1)
ab ();
ha = M
2r2h
(1)
a (); (4.40)
hij = M
2r3h
(1)
ij ();
where the non-zero components of h
(0)
ab are h
(0)
tt = 2; h
(0)
rr = 2, and the non-zero
components of h
(1)
 () are h
(1)
tt (), h
(1)
tz (), h
(1)
zz (), h
(1)
 () and h
(1)
().
We now want to substitute this ansatz into the linearised Einstein equations and
solve for the undetermined functions h
(1)
 (), requiring regularity on the sphere. In
an arbitrary gauge, the linearised Einstein equations for r 6= 0 are
R(1) =
1
2
g(rrh +rrh  rrh  rrh) = 0: (4.41)
Substituting our ansatz, these equations become
@2h
(1)
tt () + cot @h
(1)
tt () + 2h
(1)
tt () + 16(1  3 cos2 ) = 0; (4.42)
@2h
(1)
tz () + cot @h
(1)
tz () + 2h
(1)
tz () + 12(1  3 cos2 ) = 0; (4.43)
@2h
(1)
zz () + cot @h
(1)
zz () + 2h
(1)
zz () + 8(1  3 cos2 ) = 0; (4.44)
h
(1)
 () + h
(1)
() + 2(1  3 cos2 ) = 0; (4.45)
tan @h
(1)
()  h(1) () + h(1)() + 6 sin2  = 0; (4.46)
@2h
(1)
tt ()  @2h(1)()  @2h(1)zz () + cot (@h(1) ()  2@h(1)())) (4.47)
+h
(1)
tt ()  h(1)zz ()  5h(1) ()  h(1)() + 12 sin2    2(1  3 cos2 ) = 0;
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@2h
(1)
() + cot (@h
(1)
zz () + @h
(1)
()  @h(1) ()  @h(1)tt ()) (4.48)
+3h
(1)
 () + 3h
(1)
()  h(1)tt () + h(1)zz () + 2(1  3 cos2 ) = 0:
We rst solve equations (4.42),(4.43) and (4.44) for h
(1)
tt (); h
(1)
zt () and h
(1)
zz () re-
spectively. We then solve for h
(1)
 () and h
(1)
() using equations (4.45) and (4.46).
It is easy to verify that these solutions satisfy (4.47) and (4.48). Keeping only the
regular part of the solution, we nd
h
(1)
tt () = 4(1 3 cos2 ); h(1)tz () = 3(1 3 cos2 ); h(1)zz () = 2(1 3 cos2 ); (4.49)
h
(1)
 () =  (1  3 cos2 ); h(1)() =   sin2 (1  3 cos2 ): (4.50)
As in the black hole case, we see that terms that grow faster than the background
metric at large r do indeed occur.
It turns out that, for this background, the linearised equations of motion can be
solved exactly by including one further term at next order in 2. If we take
hab =
M
r
h
(0)
ab +M
2rh
(1)
ab () +M
4r3h
(2)
ab ();
ha = M
2r2h
(1)
a (); (4.51)
hij = M
2r3h
(1)
ij ();
with h
(0)
 and h
(1)
 as given above, and
h
(2)
tt = h
(2)
tz = h
(2)
zz =
1
2
(3  30 cos2  + 27 cos4 ); (4.52)
this will solve the equations to linear order in M but to all orders in 2. This gives
an approximation valid in the full far region r  M , demonstrating that the bad
asymptotic behaviour of this solution is not resolved at higher order in 2.
We now consider briey the similar analysis for the other independent com-
ponent, setting  = 0 and  = 1 in the plane wave background (4.37). The 
dependence in this background restricts our ability to simplify the form of the solu-
tion by general arguments, but the results from the previous case suggest we take
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an ansatz of the form
hab =
M
r
h
(0)
ab +M
2r sin2 (cos2   sin2 )h(1)ab ;
ha = M
2r2 sin2 (cos2   sin2 )h(1)a ;
h = M
2r3 sin2 (cos2   sin2 )h(1) ; (4.53)
h = M
2r3 sin4 (cos2   sin2 )h(1) ;
assuming the angular dependence at rst order in 2 will reproduce the angular
dependence of the background plane wave. The non-zero components of h
(0)
ab are
h
(0)
tt = 2; h
(0)
rr = 2, and we assume the h
(1)
 above are constants. We nd that we can
solve the linearised equations of motion to rst order in 2 for this ansatz by setting
h
(1)
tt = 4; h
(1)
tz = 3; h
(1)
zz = 2; h
(1)
 =  1; h(1) =  1.
We can summarise these results in a more invariant fashion by saying that for a
plane wave background of the form
ds2wave =  dt2 + dz2 + dr2 + r2(d2 + sin2 d2)  2r2f(; )(dt+ dz)2; (4.54)
a solution of the linearised equations of motion for a black string source, to linear
order in 2, is
htt =
2M
r
+ 4M2rf(; ); (4.55)
htz = 3M
2rf(; );
hzz = 2M
2rf(; );
hrr =
2M
r
;
h =  M2r3f(; );
h =  M2r3 sin2 f(; ):
We would expect that this generalises straightforwardly to higher dimensions. As
in the black hole case, this demonstrates that these solutions are not asymptotically
plane wave, as the perturbation is large compared to the background metric far from
the source.
Let us now consider the action of this black string solution. Despite the fact
that it does not satisfy our fallo conditions for asymptotically plane waves set out
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in chapter 3, we can still evaluate our action for this solution. To make use of the
results of the previous chapter it is convenient to change to lightcone coordinates
x+ =
1p
2
(t+ z); x  =
1p
2
(t  z): (4.56)
In these coordinates the plane wave background is
ds2wave =  2dx+dx  + dr2 + r2(d2 + sin2 d2)  22r2f(; )(dx+)2; (4.57)
and the perturbations (4.55) become
h++ =
2M
r
+ 122r2f(; ); (4.58)
h+  =
2M
r
+ 62r2f(; ); (4.59)
h   =
2M
r
; (4.60)
with hrr; h and h unchanged. Let us consider the boundary at constant r. Since
we have a vacuum solution, the action we need to evaluate consists of just the
boundary terms
S =   1
8G
Z
r=const
d4x
p h

K   K^

: (4.61)
To leading order, we have
p h  O(r2). In the previous chapter4 we showed that
K(0)   K^(0) = 0, so we focus on nding K(1)   K^(1). We have5
K(1)   K^(1) = (K(0)   K^(0) )h(1)   (K(1)   K^(1) )h(0) (4.62)
Using (3.39) and that the only non-zero components of K^
(0)
 are K^
(0)
ij = rh^ij and
K^
(0)
++ =
rR++
d 1 ; we nd
(K
(0)
   K^(0) )h(1) = (R++   42f(; ))M  O(r0) (4.63)
To evaluate K
(1)
 , we use
K
(1)
 = g
(1)rrK
(0)
 +
1
2

g
(1)
r; + g
(1)
r;   g(1);r

: (4.64)
4Please note that the (0) and (1) superscripts are being used here as in chapter 3, and not as
elsewhere in this chapter.
5We have not xed the gauge in the same way as in chapter 3; this will result in additional
terms to evaluate.
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We nd
K
(1)
h
(0) =  2M2f(; )  O(r0): (4.65)
To evaluate h(0)K^
(1)
 , we use
h(0)K^
(1)
 =M
(0)R(1)  M (0)ij(K^(0)ij K^(0)mn   K^(0)imK^(0)jn )h(1)mn: (4.66)
Note that, in the second term, we have made use of the fact that the only non-zero
components of M (0) are
M (0)+   O(r); M (0)    O(r2); M (0)ij = 1
2(d  2)r h^
ij; (4.67)
and that the only non-zero components of K^
(0)
 are K^
(0)
ij and K^
(0)
++. For the second
term in (4.66), we have K^
(0)
ij  K^(0)++  O(r), and h(1)mn  h(1)++  O(r 1), so this
term is O(r0). As before, for the rst term, we express R(1) by,
R(1) =  
1
2
h(0)D(0) D
(0)
 h
(1)
  
1
2
h(0)D(0) D
(0)
 h
(1)
 + h
(0)D(0) D
(0)
( h
(1)
); (4.68)
where D is the covariant derivative compatible with h. Using this expression we
can see that R(1)+   O(r 1), R(1)    O(r 3), and R(1)ij  O(r1), so the rst term
also makes a contribution O(r0). Hence, we nd K^(1)  K(1)  O(r0). However,
their coecients will generically be dierent so there will be no cancellation between
the K(1) and K^(1) terms and the action will diverge like r2 in the large r limit. This
result is not surprising, the solution is clearly not asymptotically plane wave so we
would not expect it to have a nite action.
4.2 Near region analysis
Having explored the behaviour in the intermediate region, where we can use a lin-
earised approximation about the plane wave background, we now turn to the analysis
in the region r   1 near the black hole or black string. In this region we can
treat the plane wave as a small perturbation of the black object, and the problem
reduces to linearised perturbations on the black hole or black string background,
with boundary conditions at large distances determined from the previous solution
in the intermediate region and a boundary condition at the horizon determined by
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requiring regularity of the perturbed solution there. We will nd that there is no
regular solution in the black hole case. For the black string, we nd a regular solu-
tion which matches on to the solution we discussed above in the intermediate region.
We will focus on the analysis for the black hole in four dimensions and the black
string in ve dimensions, as in the previous section, but the same techniques can
easily be applied in higher dimensions. We will comment briey on the extension of
the analysis to higher dimensions for the black hole case.
4.2.1 Black hole
We rst study the near horizon region of the black hole, treating the plane wave as
a perturbation. We will do the analysis in the lowest possible dimension, D = 4,
even though there is a simple symmetry argument that no regular solution exists in
this case. The calculation is simplest in this dimension, and it serves to illustrate
the method of calculation which will be very similar in higher dimensions.
Take the Schwarzschild black hole solution in four dimensions,
ds2 =  f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2(d2 + sin2 d2); (4.69)
with f(r) = 1   2M=r. We want to nd a solution of the source-free linearised
vacuum equations on this background which asymptotically approaches the four-
dimensional plane wave (4.10). This implies that we want a perturbation h with
asymptotic boundary conditions
lim
r!1
hdx
dx =  
2r2
2
sin2 (e2i + e 2i)(dt+ cos dr   r sin d)2 + : : : ; (4.70)
where the : : : denotes terms going like 2Mn for n > 0. These terms are suppressed
relative to the leading term because dimensional analysis tells us the mass will
always appear in the combinationM=r. At linear order inM , the sub-leading terms
at large r should match onto the results of the analysis in the intermediate region
obtained in the previous section.
At the horizon, the boundary condition is that the solution be regular there.
Since the background metric is not regular at the horizon in the Schwarzschild
coordinate system we are using, this condition is most easily applied by writing
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the perturbation in an orthonormal frame. A suitable frame is e(0) =
p
f(r)dt,
e(1) = f(r) 1=2dr, e(2) = rd, e(3) = r sin d. Requiring that the components of the
perturbation in the orthonormal frame are regular at the horizon implies that we
must require that as r ! 2M ,
htt  (r   2M); ht  (r   2M)1=2 for  6= t; r (4.71)
hrr  (r   2M) 1; hr  (r   2M) 1=2 for  6= r; t (4.72)
htr  (r   2M)0; hij  (r   2M)0: (4.73)
These conditions can also be derived by requiring niteness of h in a coordinate
system which is well-behaved at r = 2M , such as Kruskal coordinates.
Matching the leading term written in (4.70) and imposing regularity at the hori-
zon should determine the solution of the perturbation equations uniquely. In fact,
as we mentioned above, we will nd that there is no solution of the linearised per-
turbation equations that satises these two boundary conditions.
For the black hole case, the analysis of the components on the sphere is su-
ciently complicated that it is useful to exploit the results of [66] on the spherical har-
monic decomposition for perturbations of Schwarzschild and rewrite the linearised
equations of motion in terms of gauge-invariant variables with respect to coordinate
transformations on the sphere. We therefore want to convert (4.70) into boundary
conditions for their gauge-invariant perturbations. Let a; b = t; r and i; j = ; :
Then we have boundary conditions which are scalars hab, vectors hai, and a tensor
hij, for which the boundary condition only has an h component. Following [66] we
expand the perturbation in terms of harmonics on S2: the scalar harmonics
S =  l(l + 1)S; l = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (4.74)
the vector harmonics
Vi = ( l(l + 1) + 1)Vi; l = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; (4.75)
with DiV
i = 0, and the transverse traceless tensor harmonics
Tij = ( l(l + 1) + 2)Tij; l = 2; 3; 4; : : : ; (4.76)
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with DiT
i
j = 0; T
i
i = 0. We use the notation  = DiDi for the d'Alembertian
operator on S2, where Di is the covariant derivative with respect to the metric ij
on the unit two-sphere.
In terms of these harmonics, the scalar components of the perturbation are
hab =
X
l;m
fabS
m
l : (4.77)
Note that here and hereafter we will omit the l;m indices on the coecients fab or
equivalent in the general relations like this for brevity. The vector perturbations are
decomposed into their scalar-derived and pure vector components hai = h
S
ai + h
V
ai,
where
hSai = r
X
l;m
fa(  1
k2
DiS
m
l ); (4.78)
where k2 = l(l + 1), and
hVai = r
X
l;m
fVa (V
m
l )i: (4.79)
Similarly, the tensor part of the perturbation is decomposed into scalar-derived,
vector-derived and pure tensor components hij = h
S
ij + h
V
ij + h
T
ij, where
hSij = 2r
2
X
l;m
(HLijS
m
l +HTSij); (4.80)
where Sij =
1
k2
DiDjS
m
l +
ij
2
Sml ,
hVij = 2r
2
X
l;m
HVT Vij; (4.81)
where Vij =   12k2V (DiVj +DjVi) with k
2
V = l(l + 1)  1; and
hTij = 2r
2
X
l;m
HTT Tij: (4.82)
There are, however, no pure tensor harmonics Tij on S
2:
Thus, to determine the boundary conditions for the gauge invariant variables, we
must apply this expansion to (4.70) and nd the asymptotic values for the unknown
expansion coecients. For scalar perturbations this is straightforward. Substituting
(4.70) into (4.77) we are able to read o that
lim
r!1
(ftt)
2
2 =  
2r2
2
; lim
r!1
(frr)
2
2 =  
2r2
14
; (4.83)
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lim
r!1
(ftr)
2
3 =  2r2; lim
r!1
(frr)
2
4 =  
2r2
14
: (4.84)
We now turn our attention to the vector perturbations. Since DiVi = 0 we have
DihVai = 0; so
Dihai = D
ihSai = r
X
l;m
faS
m
l ; (4.85)
where we have used DiDiS =  k2S. Explicit computation gives us the boundary
conditions for the scalar-derived vector coecients,
lim
r!1
(fr)
2
2 =  
2r2
7
; lim
r!1
(ft)
2
3 = 2
2r2; lim
r!1
(fr)
2
4 =
52r2
14
: (4.86)
To nd the pure vector coecients we write
hVai = hai   hSai = hai + r
X
l;m
fa
1
k2
DiS
m
l = r
X
l;m
fVa (V
m
l )i: (4.87)
Again, by explicit computation we nd,
lim
r!1
(fVt )
2
2 =
2r2
3
; lim
r!1
(fVr )
2
3 =
2r2
6
: (4.88)
Finally we consider the tensor perturbations. We can write
hii = (h
S)ii = 4r
2
X
l;m
HLS
m
l ; (4.89)
where we have used DiVi = 0; T
i
i = 0; S
i
i = 0 and 
i
i = 2: This allows us to easily
show that
lim
r!1
(HL)
2
2 =  
32r2
28
; lim
r!1
(HL)
2
4 =
2r2
56
: (4.90)
To nd the scalar-derived transverse modes we will need the following results,
DiDjVij = 0; (4.91)
DiDjSij =
(k2   2)
2
S; (4.92)
which are proved in appendix A. Using the above results along with DiTij = 0; we
nd
DiDjhij = D
iDjhSij (4.93)
= 2r2
X
l;m
( k2HLSml +HTDiDjSij)
= 2r2
X
l;m
( k2HL +HT (k
2   2)
2
)S:
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We can now show that
lim
r!1
(HT )
2
2 =  
2r2
7
; lim
r!1
(HT )
2
4 =  
52r2
12  7 : (4.94)
To nd the vector-derived transverse modes we will use the identities
DiSij =   1
2k2
(k2   2)DjS; (4.95)
and
DiVij =
1
2k2V
(k2V   1)Vj; (4.96)
which we also prove in appendix A. Since DiTij = 0, we have
Dihij = D
ihSij +D
ihVij ; (4.97)
and using the results above we can write this as
Dihij = 2r
2
X
l;m
(HL   1
2k2
(k2   2)HT )DjS + 2r2
X
l;m
HVT
1
2k2V
(k2V   1)Vj: (4.98)
We are now able to show that
lim
r!1
(HVT )
2
3 =  
112r2
12
: (4.99)
Using Maple we nd that hij = h
S
ij + h
V
ij ; so there are no pure tensor perturbations
as expected.
We now want to translate this into boundary conditions for the gauge-invariant
variables introduced in [66]. For vector perturbations the gauge-invariant variable
is
Fa = f
V
a +
r
k2V
DaH
V
T : (4.100)
For l = 2, limr!1(fVt )
2
2 =
2r2
3
; so limr!1 Ft =
2r2
3
: The vector master function
 is dened by Fa = r
 1abDb(r) [66], so the boundary condition for Vl=2 is
lim
r!1
Vl=2 =
2r3
12
: (4.101)
For l = 3, limr!1(fVr )
2
3 =
2r2
6
and limr!1(HVT )
2
3 =  11
2r2
12
so Fa = 0; this mode
is pure gauge. This is as we might expect; the r2 behaviour of the plane wave is
typical of an l = 2 spherical harmonic, so the higher l modes that seem to appear
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in our decomposition of the mode in terms of spherical harmonics ought to be pure
gauge.
For scalar perturbations, the gauge-invariant variables are [66]
F = HL +
1
2
HT +
1
r
(Dar)Xa (4.102)
Fab = fab +DaXb +DbXa (4.103)
with
Xa =
r
k2
(fa + rDaHT ): (4.104)
The master variable  is
 =
2 ~Z   r(X + Y )
4
; (4.105)
with
X = F tt   2F (4.106)
Y = F rr   2F (4.107)
~Z = 0: (4.108)
For l = 2 perturbations direct substitution gives us limr!1X = 2r2; Y = 0; ~Z = 0,
hence the boundary condition on  is
lim
r!1
Sl=2 =  
2r3
4
: (4.109)
For the l = 3 and l = 4 modes we nd the gauge-invariant variables F and Fab
are zero, so these modes are pure gauge as expected. Thus, we are left with two
non-trivial modes, the l = 2 scalar and the l = 2 vector modes.
Having established which modes are non-zero and their boundary conditions, we
consider the bulk solution. For the vector mode the equation for the master eld
is [66]
@r((1  2M
r
)@r)  1
r2
[l(l + 1)  3  2M
r
] = 0: (4.110)
The boundary condition is limr!1Vl=2 =
2r3
12
, therefore we set  = r3 : This
allows us to reduce the master equation (4.110) to
@r(r
6(1  2M
r
)@r ) = 0: (4.111)
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which has solution
 = a

1
8Mr4
+
1
12M2r3
+
1
16M3r2
+
1
16M4r
+
1
32M5
ln(1  2M
r
)

+ b: (4.112)
Solutions with a 6= 0 are clearly not regular at r = 2M; therefore the solution for
the vector master eld is V = br3. The boundary condition at large r then requires
b = 
2
12
. However, the boundary condition at the horizon (4.71) requires that htt and
hti vanish at the horizon. This implies that f
V
t and hence F
V
t also vanish at the
horizon. Finally F t = r 1Dr(r) implies that  too must vanish at the horizon,
which would require b = 0. Hence, there is no solution which satises the boundary
conditions at both the horizon and innity.
Thus, there is no regular solution describing a four-dimensional black hole in
the plane wave background (4.10). In fact, this is not a surprising result in four
dimensions; the rigidity theorem [68] shows that regular black holes must be static
or stationary axisymmetric, and the plane wave (4.10) is not static and does not
preserve a U(1) symmetry. Thus, the plane wave perturbation breaks too many of
the symmetries of the black hole for a regular deformed black hole solution to be
possible.
One might hope to avoid this problem by considering a non-vacuum plane wave
solution. We can for example consider in four dimensions the electromagnetic plane
wave
ds2wave =  dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2   2(x2 + y2)(dt+ dz)2 (4.113)
supported by the electric ux
F = 2(dt+ dz) ^ dx: (4.114)
This is also interesting as a simplied model of the maximally supersymmetric plane
wave of [18]. Here, the metric perturbation preserves a U(1) symmetry, but this is
broken by the gauge eld, and as a result, we again do not expect to nd a regular
black hole solution. In this case, the problem is that the equation of motion for
the gauge eld on the Schwarzschild black hole background has no solution which
is regular on the horizon and satises the boundary condition at large r.
If we consider the situation in higher dimensions, the above rigidity argument
does not apply, but there is still no regular solution. Take for example a six-
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dimensional Schwarzschild black hole and add as a perturbation the six-dimensional
vacuum plane wave
ds2wave =  dt2+dv2+dw2+dx2+dy2+dz2 2(v2+w2 x2 y2)(dt+dz)2: (4.115)
This clearly preserves two U(1) isometries, in the x  y and v w planes. However,
if we rewrite this in spherical polars, there is again an l = 2 vector part to the
perturbation in the decomposition into spherical harmonics. The analysis is very
similar to the above four-dimensional case, and it is not possible to nd a solution for
the vector part of the perturbation that satises the plane wave boundary conditions
at large distances and the regularity condition on the event horizon. In this case,
the plane wave preserves two U(1) isometries on the S4 surrounding the black hole,
so the above argument does not apply; a regular deformed black hole solution would
not violate the conditions of [69]. This problem seems to be very general. In all
cases we have explored in the vacuum Einstein equations, the plane wave has a vector
part in the spherical harmonic decomposition, and it is not possible to nd a regular
perturbation of the black hole which satises the plane wave boundary condition.
It would be interesting to understand the physical origins of this restriction further.
4.2.2 Black string
We next study the near horizon region of the black string, treating the plane wave
as a perturbation. The background is the ve-dimensional black string solution
ds2 =  f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2(d2 + sin2 d2) + dz2; (4.116)
with f(r) = 1   2M=r. We want to nd a solution of the source-free linearised
vacuum equations on this background which asymptotically approaches the ve-
dimensional plane wave (4.37). This implies that we want a perturbation h with
asymptotic boundary conditions
lim
r!1
hdx
dx =  2r2[(1  3 cos2 ) +  sin2 (cos2   sin2 )](dt+ dz)2 + : : : ;
(4.117)
where the : : : denotes terms going like 2Mn for n 6= 0. These terms are suppressed
relative to the leading term because dimensional analysis tells us the mass will always
appear in the combination M=r.
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As in the analysis in the intermediate region, we will deal with the  and 
components separately. It will turn out that the analysis is identical in these two
cases. In terms of the spherical harmonic analysis on the two-sphere, these are
scalar-type perturbations which excite the l = 2;m = 0 and l = 2;m = 2 harmonic
modes respectively. In the linearised theory, we can assume that the perturbation
has only these modes turned on. Since only scalar-type modes are excited, the
analysis on the sphere is fairly simple, and we will follow the similar analysis by
Emparan et al [56], reviewed in chapter 2.
The boundary conditions, and hence the perturbation, are invariant under si-
multaneously taking t!  t, z !  z and under translations in t and z, so the only
modes we need to consider are htt, htz, hzz, hrr, and the longitudinal and transverse
scalar-derived perturbations on the sphere.
We rst consider only the l = 2;m = 0 perturbation (we set  = 0). Assuming
that only this spherical harmonic is excited, we can write the perturbation as
htt = (1  3 cos2 )a(r); htz = (1  3 cos2 )b(r); hzz = (1  3 cos2 )c(r);
(4.118)
hrr = 
(1  3 cos2 )
(1  2M=r) f(r); (4.119)
h = r
2[(1  3 cos2 )g(r)  3 sin2 h(r)]; (4.120)
h = r
2 sin2 [(1  3 cos2 )g(r) + 3 sin2 h(r)]: (4.121)
Note that g(r) is the coecient of the longitudinal mode on the sphere, and h(r) is
the coecient of the transverse mode on the sphere. As in [56], there is a remaining
coordinate freedom, under
r ! r + (r)(1  3 cos2 );  !  + 6(r) cos  sin ; (4.122)
with
0(r) =   (r)
r(r   2M) ; (2M) = 0: (4.123)
Similarly, for the l = 2;m = 2 perturbation (obtained by setting  = 0), we
dene
htt =  sin
2 (cos2   sin2 )a(r); htz =  sin2 (cos2   sin2 )b(r); (4.124)
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hzz =  sin
2 (cos2   sin2 )c(r); (4.125)
hrr = 
sin2 (cos2   sin2 )
(1  2M=r) f(r); (4.126)
h = r
2 sin  cos  sin cosh(r); (4.127)
h = r
2[sin2 (cos2   sin2 )g(r)  (cos2  + 1)(cos2   sin2 )h(r)]; (4.128)
h = r
2 sin2 [sin2 (cos2  sin2 )g(r)+(cos2 +1)(cos2  sin2 )h(r)]: (4.129)
Now we have remaining coordinate freedom under
r ! r + (r) sin2 (cos2   sin2 ); (4.130)
 !  + 2(r) sin  cos (cos2   sin2 ); (4.131)
!   4(r) sin2  cos sin; (4.132)
with
0(r) =   (r)
r(r   2M) ; (2M) = 0: (4.133)
We nd both coordinate transformations produce identical shifts
a(r)! a(r)  2M
r2
(r); f(r)! f(r) +

20   2M
r
(r)
r   2M

; (4.134)
g(r)! g(r) + 2
r
(r)  6(r); h(r)! h(r) + 2(r); (4.135)
while b(r) and c(r) are unchanged.
We want to consider combinations which are invariant under these coordinate
transformations. B = b(r) and C = c(r) are already invariant. We dene in addition
A = a(r) +
M
r
(g(r) + 3h(r)); (4.136)
F = f(r)  d
dr
(r(g(r) + 3h(r))) +
M(g(r) + 3h(r))
(r   2M) ; (4.137)
H 0 =
dh
dr
+
g(r) + 3h(r)
(r   2M) : (4.138)
Note that in this section, primes denote derivatives with respect to r. As in [56],
the constant part of h(r) can be xed using the constant part of (r). Using the
gauge-invariant combinations basically amounts to setting g(r) =  3h(r), which
can be achieved for r 6= 2M by an appropriate choice of gauge. Because of the
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boundary condition in (4.133), g(2M)+3h(2M) is gauge-invariant. It will, however,
not be determined by solving the equations of motion for the above gauge-invariant
variables, and will have to be separately specied. It will turn out to be determined
by requiring regularity of the solution at the horizon.
For either  = 0 or  = 0, substituting into the linearised Einstein equations
gives the same system of equations for the unknown functions A;B;C; F;H 0 (keeping
terms up to O(2)),
R
(1)
tt / r2(r   2M)2A00 + r(r   2M)(2r   5M)A0  M(r   2M)2C 0(4.139)
 (6r(r   2M)  2M2)A+M(r   2M)2F 0 + 6M(r   2M)2H 0;
R
(1)
tz / r(r   2M)B00 + 2(r   2M)B0   6B; (4.140)
R(1)zz / r(r   2M)C 00 + 2(r  M)C 0   6C; (4.141)
R(1)rr / r2(r   2M)2A00   rM(r   2M)A0 + 2M(2r   3M)A (4.142)
 r(r   2M)3C 00  M(r   2M)2C 0 + (2r   3M)(r   2M)2F 0
+6(r   2M)2F + 6r(r   2M)3H 00 + 6(2r   3M)(r   2M)2H 0;
R
(1)
r /  r2(r   2M)A0 + r(r  M)A+ r(r   2M)2C 0   (r   2M)2C(4.143)
 (r   2M)(r  M)F   r(r   2M)2H 0;
R
(1)
 +
1
sin2 
R
(1)
 / r(r   2M)A0   (3r + 2M)A  (r   2M)2C 0 + 3(r   2M)C
+(r   2M)2F 0 + 5(r   2M)F + 3r(r   2M)2H 00 (4.144)
+6(2r   3M)(r   2M)H 0;
R
(1)
  
1
sin2 
R
(1)
 /  rA+(r 2M)C+(r 2M)F+r(r 2M)2H 00+2(r M)(r 2M)H 0:
(4.145)
In fact, it is easy to show that the linearised Einstein equations must be the same
for both modes. The perturbation involves some l = 2 scalar harmonic, let's call it
S, so
hab = fab(r)S; hai = fa(r)riS; hij = f(r)Sgij + f 0(r)rirjS; (4.146)
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where i; j are coordinates on the two-sphere and a; b = t; r; z. Then, the rst order
Ricci tensor constructed from the second covariant derivatives of h will also depend
on angular coordinates only through S and its derivatives. Using ririS =  6S
and the fact that the sphere is an Einstein space, so Rij = gij, one can eliminate
extra derivatives of S to leave us with
R
(1)
ab = ab(r)S; R
(1)
ai = a(r)riS; R(1)ij = (r)Sgij + 0(r)rirjS: (4.147)
Hence, the resulting equations ab(r) = a(r) = (r) = 
0(r) = 0 are independent of
whether S is in them = 0 orm = 2 mode. Thus, solving the equations (4.139-4.145)
will give us the general solution for the perturbation in the near-horizon region for
both modes.
The boundary conditions at large r imply that at order M0, a(r); b(r); c(r) !
 2r2, and f(r), g(r); h(r) have no 2M0 term. This implies that
A;B;C !  2r2; (4.148)
and F and H 0 have no 2M0 term. Regularity at the horizon requires a(r) /
(r   2M), b(r) / pr   2M , and the other functions c(r); f(r); g(r) and h(r) are
required to be nite there. In terms of the gauge-invariant combinations, these
boundary conditions are best expressed in terms of the alternative combinations
A = A  M
r
(r   2M)H 0; F = F  MH 0: (4.149)
The conditions for regularity at the horizon are then that A ! 0, F is nite, and
H 0 is allowed to diverge like (r   2M) 1.
We now want to solve this system of equations. We see that there are two
decoupled equations, (4.140) and (4.141). The solutions of these satisfying our
boundary conditions are
B(r) =  2(r  M)(r   2M) (4.150)
and
C(r) =  2(r2   2Mr + 2
3
M2): (4.151)
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It is also convenient to subtract a multiple of (4.141) from (4.142) to simplify it to
0 = r2(r   2M)2A00   rM(r   2M)A0 + 2M(2r   3M)A (4.152)
+(2r   5M)(r   2M)2C 0   6(r   2M)2C + (2r   3M)(r   2M)2F 0
+6(r   2M)2F + 6r(r   2M)3H 00 + 6(2r   3M)(r   2M)2H 0:
We rst solve (4.145) for A,
A =
(r   2M)
r
[C + F + r(r   2M)H 00 + 2(r   2M)H 0] ; (4.153)
and then solve R
(1)
tt   (r   2M)2R(1)zz  R(1)rr for F ,
F =
1
6

r(r   2M)2H 000   2(r   2M)(r + 2M)H 00   2(5r   7M)H 0  MC 0 :
(4.154)
The remaining equations then need to be solved for H 0. By combining equations,
we can obtain a second-order inhomogeneous equation for H 0,
 2r(r +M)(r   2M)2H 000   2(4r2 + 3rM   4M2)(r   2M)H 00 (4.155)
+2(4r2   13rM + 4M2)H 0 =M [(r   2M)C 0 + 6C]:
It's useful to note at this point that if M = 0, we have a solution with F = H 0 = 0
and A = C =  2r2, which is precisely our original plane wave.
The general solution of (4.155) is
H 0 =
2
3
(r M)+c1 r
2   2M2
r   2M +c2
[ 6rM(r +M) + 4M3 + (6rM2   3R3) ln(1  2M=r)]
r(r   2M) :
(4.156)
This then satises all of the equations. To get a solution which is both regular
and has the correct asymptotics, i.e. has A !  2r2 at large r, we need to take
c1 =  132 and c2 = 0: We nd
H 0 =  
2M
3
3r   4M
r   2M ; (4.157)
and
A =  2

r2   4rM + 16
3
M2   2M
3
r

; F =
22M
3
3r2   9rM + 5M2
r   2M : (4.158)
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In terms of the alternative combinations A, F ,
A =  2(r   2M)

r   2M + M
2
3r

; F = 2M(2r  M): (4.159)
Thus, this solution satises the regularity conditions at the horizon. Regularity of
the original functions a(r); f(r); g(r); h(r) at r = 2M further requires us to choose
g(2M) + 3h(2M) =  2
2M2
3
: (4.160)
We now match the near horizon and intermediate region solutions in the interme-
diate region  1  r M; where both approximations are valid. The contribution
from the black string background is
ds2NR;BG   (1 
2M
r
)dt2 + (1 +
2M
r
)dr2 + r2(d2 + sin2 d2) + dz2: (4.161)
We must now nd the unknown functions a(r); b(r); c(r); f(r); g(r); h(r) in this re-
gion to obtain the contribution from the perturbation. In addition to the solu-
tions (4.150), (4.151) and (4.158) we must make a choice of gauge. We choose
g + 3h =  M2r in order to make the rr-component of the perturbation vanish,
matching our gauge choice in the intermediate region solution. We nd, keeping
just the terms up to O(M) and O(2),
a(r)   2(r2  4Mr); b(r)   2(r2  3Mr); c(r)   2(r2  2Mr); (4.162)
f(r)  0; g(r)   M2r; h(r)  0: (4.163)
Hence the near region perturbation is
ds2NR;P  ((1  3 cos2 ) +  sin2 (cos2   sin2 )) (4.164)
( 2r2(dt+ dz)2 +M2r(4dt2 + 6dtdz + 2dz2   r2(d2 + sin2 d2))):
In the intermediate region the plane wave background is,
ds2IR;BG =  dt2 + dz2 + dr2 + r2(d2 + sin2 d2) (4.165)
 2r2((1  3 cos2 ) +  sin2 (cos2   sin2 ))(dt+ dz)2:
From section 4.1.3, the perturbation due to the black string is
ds2IR;P =
2M
r
dt2 +
2M
r
dr2 +M2r((1  3 cos2 ) +  sin2 (cos2   sin2 ))
(4dt2 + 6dtdz + 2dz2   r2(d2 + sin2 d2)): (4.166)
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Thus the solution constructed in the near region ds2NR = ds
2
NR;BG + ds
2
NR;P agrees
with the solution constructed in the intermediate region ds2IR = ds
2
IR;BG+ ds
2
IR;P to
the relevant order. This gives us an approximate solution describing a black string
in a plane wave, valid when the size of the black string is small compared to the
curvature scale of the wave, r+   1.
As in [56], the perturbation does not aect the thermodynamic properties of the
black hole at this order. The area of the horizon cannot be aected at this order
because the perturbation is entirely in an l = 2 mode, which deforms the shape of
the S2 but does not change its area. The temperature cannot be aected because it
is constant over the horizon. Since the perturbation is an l = 2 mode, it will vanish
at some point on the horizon so the temperature at that point must be unaected
and, since it is constant, it must be unchanged over the whole horizon.
In this chapter, we have attempted to construct black hole and black string
solutions in plane wave backgrounds using the method of matched asymptotic ex-
pansions. We have found that it is not possible to construct a regular black hole
solution. The failure of regularity here is a counter-example to the conjecture in [52]
that satisfying the blackfold equations implies horizon regularity.
We have successfully constructed an approximate solution describing a black
string in a vacuum plane wave background in ve dimensions. This solution exhibits
an interesting property; the eect of a localised object in a plane wave background
is not small, even far from the source. We discuss the interpretation of these results
in the next chapter.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this thesis, we have proposed a denition of asymptotically plane wave spacetimes
which is consistent with some known exact solutions, and constructed a well-behaved
action principle for asymptotically plane wave solutions of the vacuum Einstein
equations, following the work of [30]. Our denition of asymptotically plane wave
solutions is valid for any solution which asymptotically approaches a vacuum plane
wave. We have considered only the pure vacuum action and it would be interesting
to extend this work to include appropriate matter elds. It is also interesting to
ask if there are non-trivial physically relevant examples to which our ideas apply.
For the asymptotically plane wave boundary conditions, (3.13) provides such an
example, but this is not a pure vacuum solution so our discussion of the action does
not apply to it. A more trivial example is provided by some pp-wave solutions. For
example, consider the vacuum pp-wave metric
ds2 =  2dx+dx    F (x+; xI)  dx+2 + IJdxIdxJ (5.1)
with @I@
IF = 0. If F (x+; xI) ! IJ(x+)xIxJ + O(r4 d) as r ! 1, this solution
is asymptotically plane wave according to our denition, and the action we have
dened will be nite for it. However, this is a rather trivial example and it would
be interesting to construct solutions really corresponding to localised sources in an
asymptotically plane wave background. Unfortunately, the analysis of chapter 4
on the construction of black holes and black strings in plane waves suggests that
the space of such solutions will be highly restricted. In this analysis we nd an
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interesting general result; the eect of localised objects in a plane wave background
is not small, even far from the source. The usual 1=rd 1 fall-o associated with a
localised object in d+1 spatial dimensions is oset by the 2r2 factors coming from
the plane wave background. As a result, we nd that the \perturbation" due to
the source is larger than the background metric at suciently large r. This leads
us to believe that these solutions should not be thought of as \asymptotically plane
wave" spacetimes.
Our denition of \asymptotically plane wave" allows the construction of a well-
behaved action principle. This still seems a useful denition. However, from the
present results it seems that the phase space associated with those boundary con-
ditions will not include solutions describing localised sources in a vacuum plane
wave background, so it may not admit many physically interesting solutions. Un-
derstanding the space of asymptotically plane wave spacetimes is clearly important
for attempts to construct a direct holographic duality directly for plane waves, so
we would like to understand this issue better.
Similar problems have arisen in AdS2 spacetimes [62], where there are no nite-
energy asymptotically AdS2 geometries, and in the study of near-horizon extremal
Kerr solutions (NHEK) [63{65], where the space of metrics which are asymptoti-
cally NHEK consists only of the NHEK solution and solutions obtained from it by
dieomorphisms. It is interesting to note that plane waves, like AdS2, have a one-
dimensional boundary [10, 11]. Perhaps the problem is that there is in some sense
\not enough space" near innity to have interesting asymptotically plane wave so-
lutions. It would be interesting to carry out a general analysis for asymptotically
plane wave solutions along the lines of that in [64,65].
We have only demonstrated that the action is well-behaved; an obvious extension
of this work would be to go on to construct a boundary stress tensor hT(x+; x ; i)i,
as was done for the asymptotically at case in [30] and for the linear dilaton case
in [40]. This could then be used to calculate conserved quantities. The fact that
dierent components of g(1) fall o at dierent rates at large r may lead to some
interesting subtleties in extending the previous work to this case; perhaps, as in the
asymptotically at case, there will be more than one stress tensor associated with
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dierent orders in the asymptotic expansion.
A central motivation for work in this direction is to better understand holography
for the plane wave. In [39], it was argued that a holographic dual of asymptotically
at space could be constructed on the hyperbola at spatial innity, calculating two-
point functions in the holographic dual from variations of the action. It is possible
that similar ideas could be applied in this case, but there is no obvious connection
between this notion of holography and the known example. String theory on the
plane wave obtained from the Penrose limit of AdS5  S5 is dual to a quantum
mechanics so it has observables depending on a single coordinate, whereas if we
were to construct a boundary stress tensor hT(x+; x ; i)i or two-point functions
on the boundary at large r from our action, we would expect them to generically
depend on all the boundary coordinates. Our remarks in section 3.1.2 on the relation
between our notion of asymptotically plane wave and the conformal boundary of the
maximally supersymmetric plane wave suggest that the boundary at large r we have
focused on is not, at least, the whole story. To understand the relation to holography,
we probably need to study the boundaries at constant x  in more detail, and the
information coming just from large r may be misleading.
This asymptotically plane wave example seems to have some interesting dier-
ences compared to previous attempts to study holography for more general space-
times and we hope this work will shed some useful light on the relation between the
bulk action and the holographic dual theory for other spacetimes which, in general,
remains to be worked out.
We have also attempted to construct solutions describing black holes and black
strings in plane wave backgrounds using the matched asymptotic expansion method.
We have found that it is not possible to construct a regular black hole solution. In
the approximation where the wave is thought of as a linearised perturbation on
the black hole solution, we need a non-zero vector part in the spherical harmonic
decomposition on the sphere, and it is not possible to make this vector part regular
on the horizon. It would be interesting to have a deeper physical understanding of
this failure of regularity. One might think that this is simply saying that the plane
wave is exerting a force on the black hole so no stationary solution exists. However,
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we do not believe this is the correct interpretation of our result. The black hole
was chosen to follow a geodesic in the plane wave background so there is no force
on it at leading order. Finite size eects can be analysed in the asymptotic region
using the classical eective eld theory approach of [50, 70, 71]. In this approach,
the work done by such nite size terms involves derivatives of the long wavelength
background elds along the black hole world-line. Since our world-line is chosen to
be an orbit of the isometries of the background, the work done will vanish. Thus,
we would have expected the background to simply produce some deformation of the
horizon.
The regularity problem seems to be simply an inconsistency between the symme-
try structure of the black hole and the plane wave. In four dimensions, the problem
is that the solution will not be axisymmetric, so there cannot be a regular black
hole solution as all stationary four-dimensional black holes are required to be ax-
isymmetric [68]. In higher dimensions, however, stationary axisymmetric solutions
describing black holes in plane waves could, in principle, exist and the fact that our
solutions are never regular is somewhat mysterious. Further exploration of this issue
is an interesting project for the future.
The importance of this problem is reinforced by the fact that the failure of
regularity here is a counter-example to the assumption in [52] that satisfying the
blackfold equations implies horizon regularity. Understanding this issue in a more
general context is clearly important for the blackfolds program [51,52]. In consider-
ing the embedding of black branes in arbitrary backgrounds, we need to understand
when the resulting deformation of the near-horizon region will preserve the regu-
larity of the event horizon. Clearly we must require that the embedding of the
blackfold in the background spacetime preserves enough symmetry to satisfy the
rigidity theorems of [68, 69]. Our higher-dimensional examples indicate that this
is a necessary but not a sucient condition. Identifying sucient conditions is an
important general problem.
We have successfully constructed an approximate solution describing a black
string in a vacuum plane wave background in ve dimensions. It would clearly
be interesting to extend this work to nd black string solutions in the maximally
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supersymmetric plane wave background. It should be straightforward to extend our
calculation to this case.
Appendix A
Harmonic identities on S2
In this appendix we prove some harmonic identities needed for our analysis of black
holes in the near horizon region. Denitions are given in section 4.2.1. We want to
show that:
 DiDjVij = 0;
Proof:
DiDjVij / DiDjDiVj +DiDjDjVi (A.0.1)
= [Di; Dj]DiVj + 2D
jDiDiVj
=  RkiijDkVj  RkjijDiVk   2k2VDjVj
= RkjDkVj  RkiDiVk
= 0:
 DiDjSij = (k2 2)2 S;
Proof:
DiDjSij =
1
k2
DiDjDiDjS +
1
2
DjDjS (A.0.2)
=
1
k2
Di[Dj; Di]DjS +
1
k2
DiDiD
jDjS +
1
2
DjDjS
=   1
k2
Di(Rkj
j
iDkS) +
k2
2
S
=
1
k2
Di(RkiDkS) +
k2
2
S
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for S2; Rij = ij so
DiDjSij =
1
k2
DiDiS +
k2
2
S (A.0.3)
=
(k2   2)
2
S:
 DiSij =   12k2 (k2   2)DjS;
Proof:
DiSij =
1
k2
DiDiDjS +
1
2
DjS (A.0.4)
=
1
k2
[Di; Dj]DiS +
1
k2
DjD
iDiS +
1
2
DjS
=   1
k2
Rli
i
jDlS   1
2
DjS
=   1
2k2
(k2   2)DjS
 DiVij = 12k2V (k
2
V   1)Vj;
Proof:
DiVij =   1
2k2V
(DiDiVj +D
iDjVi) (A.0.5)
=
1
2
Vj   1
2k2V
[Di; Dj]Vi   1
2k2V
DjD
iVi
=
1
2
Vj +
1
2k2V
Rki
i
jVk
=
1
2k2V
(k2V   1)Vj:
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